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Abstract

Current clinical practice regarding upper body prosthesis prescription and training is lacking a standarized, quantitative method to evaluate the impact of the prosthetic device. The amputee
care team typically uses prior experiences to provide prescription and training customized for each
individual. As a result, it is quite challenging to determine the right type and fit of a prosthesis
and provide appropriate training to properly utilize it early in the process. It is also very difficult
to anticipate expected and undesired compensatory motions due to reduced degrees of freedom of
a prosthesis user. In an effort to address this, a tool was developed to predict and visualize the
expected upper limb movements from a prescribed prosthesis and its suitability to the needs of
the amputee. It is expected to help clinicians make decisions such as choosing between a bodypowered or a myoelectric prosthesis, and whether to include a wrist joint.
To generate the motions, a robotics-based model of the upper limbs and torso was created
and a weighted least-norm (WLN) inverse kinematics algorithm was used. The WLN assigns a
penalty (i.e. the weight) on each joint to create a priority between redundant joints. As a result,
certain joints will contribute more to the total motion. Two main criteria were hypothesized to
dictate the human motion. The first one was a joint prioritization criterion using a static weighting
matrix. Since different joints can be used to move the hand in the same direction, joint priority
will select between equivalent joints. The second criterion was to select a range of motion (ROM)
for each joint specifically for a task. The assumption was that if the joints’ ROM is limited, then
all the unnatural postures that still satisfy the task will be excluded from the available solutions
solutions. Three sets of static joint prioritization weights were investigated: a set of optimized
weights specifically for each task, a general set of static weights optimized for all tasks, and a
set of joint absolute average velocity-based weights. Additionally, task joint limits were applied
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both independently and in conjunction with the static weights to assess the simulated motions they
can produce. Using a generalized weighted inverse control scheme to resolve for redundancy, a
human-like posture for each specific individual was created.
Motion capture (MoCap) data were utilized to generate the weighting matrices required to
resolve the kinematic redundancy of the upper limbs. Fourteen able-bodied individuals and eight
prosthesis users with a transradial amputation on the left side participated in MoCap sessions.
They performed ROM and activities of daily living (ADL) tasks. The methods proposed here
incorporate patient’s anthropometrics, such as height, limb lengths, and degree of amputation, to
create an upper body kinematic model. The model has 23 degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) to reflect a
human upper body and it can be adjusted to reflect levels of amputation.
The weighting factors resulted from this process showed how joints are prioritized during
each task. The physical meaning of the weighting factors is to demonstrate which joints contribute
more to the task. Since the motion is distributed differently between able-bodied individuals and
prosthesis users, the weighting factors will shift accordingly. This shift highlights the compensatory motion that exist on prosthesis users.
The results show that using a set of optimized joint prioritization weights for each specific
task gave the least RMS error compared to common optimized weights. The velocity-based
weights had a slightly higher RMS error than the task optimized weights but it was not statistically
significant. The biggest benefit of that weight set is their simplicity to implement compared to
the optimized weights. Another benefit of the velocity based weights is that they can explicitly
show how mobile each joint is during a task and they can be used alongside the ROM to identify
compensatory motion. The inclusion of task joint limits gave lower RMS error when the joint
movements were similar across subjects and therefore the ROM of each joint for the task could
be established more accurately. When the joint movements were too different among participants,
the inclusion of task limits was detrimental to the simulation. Therefore, the static set of task
specific optimized weights was found to be the most accurate and robust method. However, the
velocity-based weights method was simpler with similar accuracy.
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The methods presented here were integrated in a previously developed graphical user interface (GUI) to allow the clinician to input the data of the prospective prosthesis users. The simulated
motions can be presented as an animation that performs the requested task. Ultimately, the final
animation can be used as a proposed kinematic strategy that a prosthesis user and a clinician can
refer to, during the rehabilitation process as a guideline. This work has the potential to impact
current prosthesis prescription and training by providing personalized proposed motions for a task.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

Research Motivation
When a person undergoes amputation, a plethora of problems arise. Financial, social,

psychological and secondary health problems are only some of the difficulties an amputee will
face, making their treatment and rehabilitation a very difficult process. The amputee care team will
find themselves lacking clear guidelines to help them make the correct choices for their patients
and have to rely on personal experiences to make decisions regarding prescription and training.
Essentially, the problem is that the desired end goal of proficiency with the prosthesis is not clearly
defined at the beginning of the rehabilitation process. As a result, the outcome can be highly
subjective with no clear way to validate if the initial needs of the prosthesis user have been satisfied.

1.2

Objectives
The purpose of this work is to create a set of proposed human motions during a task for

prosthesis users that the clinician can refer during prosthesis prescription and training.
The first objective was to create a comprehensive human upper body model that incorporates kinematic (limbs’ lengths, the number of joints, etc.), parameters. The robotic model was
also made to be easily adjustable to reflect different levels of amputation and various lengths of the
residual limb.
The second objective was to create simulation algorithm to generate human motion based
on certain criteria. This allows the upper body model to follow certain hand trajectories and present
realistic joint angles for certain tasks.
Finally, the last objective was to integrate the presented algorithms with a user interface
developed by Sullins [1]. The end goal of this project is to present a tool that would allow the
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prosthesis user, prosthetist, and occupational therapist to quantify and evaluate the individual’s
performance with different prosthetic devices during different tasks.

1.3

Hypotheses
In order to simulate the motions of the upper human body during certain tasks, the follow-

ing hypotheses were made:
1. Each person’s anthropometrics will affect their motion. This will be more pronounced in
prosthesis users. This is a natural consequence of the fact that different anthropometrics will
create a different workspace.
2. Each person will use only a portion of their total ROM. This was tested by applying a taskspecific ROM and examining the error of the simulated motion.
3. Joints will have a priority during a task, with some redundant joints contributing more. This
was tested by using the least norm solution that does not prioritize between joints and a
weighted least norm solution that enforces a utilization order. Their results were tested for
significance using a paired t-test.
4. The joints’ priority is based on the velocity that each joint exhibits during the whole task. To
test this, the integral of the absolute velocity of the all joints versus the most mobile one was
used to establish a hierarchy from fastest to slowest. The resulting simulated motions were
compared with MoCap recordings
To investigate these hypotheses, the following steps were taken:
1. Motion Capture Data were collected from able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users
2. The total ROM, and the ROM for each task were calculated and compared using multivariate
analysis of variance and one-way analysis of variance.
3. An individualized robot-human body model (RHBM) for prosthesis users was developed
based on each person’s anthropometrics.
2

4. Animation software with a graphical user interface (GUI) was tested to visualize the simulated motions.
The modeling of the human body motion can give quick and accurate results of the overall
impact of a prosthesis on an amputee. Since the prosthesis user population is highly diverse, the
model can be customized to give personalized results for every individual.

1.4

Dissertation Outline
The background is discussed in Chapter 2. This includes state of the current clinical

practice, existing models of the human body and simulation of human motion in the literature.
The reasoning behind certain decisions that are made during modeling are also elaborated.
Chapter 3 focuses on the process that was followed to create the upper body human model
for this specific work. The segments of the upper human body are illustrated, and the assignment
of each local coordinate frame is explained. The reasoning behind alterations from previously
proposed models [2] are discussed and the new robotic model for able-bodied individuals and
prosthesis users is shown. The motion analysis for able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users is
also discussed in this chapter. Multivariate analysis of variance and one-way analysis of variance
for each joint is used to identify significant differences between able-bodied participants and
prosthesis users between tasks.
The mathematics that were used specifically for this work are discussed in Chapter 4. This
includes the creation of the Jacobian matrix, the inverse kinematic method, the criteria that were
used for the simulation of the upper human body motions, and the analysis of error.
Chapter 5 presents the results from the different algorithms that were used. The physical
meaning of the weighted least norm criteria as well as the error of the simulation algorithms when
compared to the MoCap recordings are also shown. The statistical analysis is also examined to
identify the physical significance of the criteria and which algorithms are statistically equivalent.
The results and the limitations of this work are discussed in Chapter 6.1 as well as the
integration of the algorithms with the prviously developed GUI is shown. The final chapter,
3

Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of this project. It also suggests the direction future work
should focus, both clinically and technically.
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Chapter 2: Background

2.1
2.1.1

Clinical Background
Epidemiology, Current Practice, and Need
Providing rehabilitation for individuals who have undergone amputation is a challenging,

and often expensive process. Currently, no national registry exists for amputees [3, 4]. As a result,
the actual size of the amputated population, regardless of the cause, is unknown [3]. Graham
et al. estimated 1.6 million people living with amputation in the United States in 2005 [4].
Amputee Coalition, a non-profit organization dedicated to supporting amputees, reported "almost
2 million people" (sic) on their website (http://www.amputee-coalition.org/) living in the USA as
of November 2018. This number was projected to reach 3.6 million by 2050 [4]. Considering that
30,000 amputations are being performed every year due to trauma only (excluding amputations
for other reasons), the number Graham et al. projected might be underestimated. In 2010, the
number of amputation surgeries reached 147,000 [3]. Risking an oversimplification, it is clear
from the scarce data, that by 2050 an amputee population of more than 4 million people might not
be unrealistic.
The leading cause of amputation is diabetes and other dysvascular diseases, followed by
trauma as the second-most common, albeit occuring at only one eighth of the frequency [5]. Amputation rates due to diabetes are declining, because they are being diagnosed earlier. Therefore,
they are treated before the need for amputation arises [3, 5]. It also needs to be stressed that
amputation is usually associated with other chronic health issues such as dysvascular diseases that
are not cured by the amputation. Indeed, after amputation the 5-year mortality rates can range from
50% to 75%, and in groups of people of 65 years old or older, the 1-year mortality rate can reach
36% [3]. It is also important to note that minorities account for 42% of the amputee population.
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Disparities of financial, language, culture, organizational, and systemic nature can prevent the
individual from seeking medical attention early enough [3]. Regardless if it is diabetes, gangrene
or any other ailment, failure to treat it in a timely manner can ultimately lead to people losing their
limb due to the advanced stage of the disease.
While the amputation surgery itself is rarely life-threatening, the recovering patient’s problems have just begun. The current health system treats amputee related issues as standalone
health issues. Chronic health problems that the patient might have had (dysvascular diseases
etc.) or might be developed are not necessarily treated by the same team but rather individual
specialists.Even when access to the same experts is possible, an almost synergistic effect of healthcare reimbursement, changes in methods providing rehabilitation, new technologies, and changes
in professional discipline attitudes [6] have fragmented the rehabilitation process even further.
According to Meier and Heckman, rehabilitation is an effort from a team of multidisciplinary professionals to restore functionality. Most of the time however, rehabilitation is the process of giving
a prosthetic device to the amputee without further evaluation [6]. As a result, even though the
amputee may require psychological support, occupational therapy, help with social reintegration,
and prostheses services in addition to primary wound care, nursing, endocrinology etc., they rarely
get a comprehensive treatment [6, 7]. The person with the amputation is usually treated by a
surgical team that might be lacking the experience to create the best possible residual limb. After
the surgery, a physician will prescribe the prosthesis using purely his or her judgement since there
are no clear guidelines. Finally a prosthetist, who is not required to follow-up after the prosthesis
fitting, will design and make the prosthesis without any objective way to evaluate the performance
of the prosthesis. Comparing the above process with the rigorous and life-long rehabilitation
procedure that Meier and Heckman [6] suggested, the stark difference is disheartening.
The major problem of rehabilitation is financial. Yearly caps on prosthetic services can
range from $500 to $3000 and, in most cases, there is a lifetime restriction to one (1) prosthetic
device that cannot exceed $10,000. Considering that the 5-year costs associated with a prosthetic
device only, can reach $450,000 [3], the disparity is obvious. However, simply increasing the caps
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will not increase the quality of rehabilitation. The fragmented rehabilitation practice, the discrepancy of experienced professionals in lieu of standardized guidelines, and the different prosthetic
technologies, create a landscape where there is no guarantee of the final outcome of rehabilitation.
The modern prosthesis can be very sophisticated but there is no clear direction regarding what
are the main goals they need to achieve. Without clear reasoning, choosing more complicated
prostheses might increase costs and training time, without providing significant benefits [6, 8].
There is sufficient need for a quantitative way to evaluate a prosthesis and assess the
results of the rehabilitation training for each amputee. This can be achieved when the goals of
the prosthesis fitting and training are rigidly defined at the beginning of therapy. However, as it has
been stressed in the literature, the patient and rehabilitation team must have realistic expectations
[6, 7, 9–13].

2.1.2

Compensatory Motion and Overuse Syndrome
In the partial absence of one or both upper extremities, the person is not able to perform

motions the same way as an able-bodied person. When tasks are being performed with a prosthesis,
the user needs to compensate for the missing joints. A motion strategy profile that includes
motions an able-body will not employ emerges as a result. The set of those motions is collectively
called compensatory motion and is, perhaps, the biggest obstacle that needs to be overcome.
For example, amputees who have lost part of their forearm (transradial amputees), tend to use
their torso and shoulder more to compensate [14, 15]. Due to the decreased number of joints, a
prosthesis user may assume postures during tasks that can vary from able-bodied individuals and
even, from other amputees [15]. Though it is possible for the prosthesis user to perform daily
tasks satisfactorily, it is generally undesirable to use excessive compensatory motion as it can
cause cumulative microtrauma to the shoulder and neck. In time, this continued strain, will cause
permanent damage as fibrosis sets in the muscles. This is called overuse syndrome and the only
effective treatment, currently, is prevention [16–18].
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Generally, the body responds to repetitive motions by adapting the soft tissues and even the
bones’ shape according to Wolff’s law (bone density adapts to the exerted stress). In the case of
amputation, increased repetition rates of motion do not allow enough time for the body to adapt,
causing accumulation of microtears on the tendons and other soft tissues [16, 18, 19]. While the
nerve endings on the residual limb remain intact, the ones on the healthy side exhibit decreased
impulse conduction [20]. This decrease in nerve signal conduction will make the person less
aware of the strain on his or her healthy side. It is logical to suggest that this neurological situation
will predispose upper arm amputees to overuse their sound limb, resulting in injury. Indeed, the
overuse syndrome follows three specific stages as it develops. During the first stage, the person
can exhibit fatigue, aching, and tiredness that recedes after an overnight rest. In the second stage,
the discomfort persists even after rest, and fatigue sets in faster. At the final stage, fatigue, aching,
and weakness persist regardless of rest or actual activity [21].
Overuse syndrome is not contained in specific sites of the anatomy, but affects people in a
variety of ways. Carpal tunnel syndrome (on the intact limb), shoulder pain, neck pain, and elbow
pain can be present on a person having an upper arm amputation with varied intensities. The
use of a prosthesis does not seem to prevent the appearance of overuse syndrome [17], though as
Ostlie et al. [17] noted, the wearing time and use were greatly inconsistent among prosthesis users.
Therefore a safe conclusion cannot be made. Burger et al. [18] could not find a straightforward
association between amputation level and existence of musculoskeletal damage due to overuse.
An exception is carpal tunnel syndrome, where the existance of a myoelectric prosthetic device
seemed to inhibit its development, but not other types of musculoskeletal damage on the remaining
limb [18]. According to the existing literature, the appearance of overuse syndrome is guaranteed
for amputees if prevention measures are not taken.
It is clear from the above discussion that a person who undergoes an amputation surgery,
regardless of the reason, requires additional care for his/her condition. The use of a prosthesis is the
first logical step for that care and the opportunity to restore functionality. The problems associated
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with different prosthesis designs will be discussed in Subsection 2.1.4, but before those issues are
covered, the matter of prostheses abandonment needs to be addressed.

2.1.3

Prosthesis Abandonment
Perceived lack of need and failure to meet expectations are considered the primary factors

for abandonment of a prosthetic device [9, 11]. It is understandable that a person who recently lost
part of their upper limb would want to have full functionality restored with a prosthetic device.
However, as it has already been stated, it is important for the rehabilitation team to ensure that the
amputee has realistic expectations [6, 7, 9–11, 13]. Technologically complicated prostheses tend to
appeal to amputees [22] probably due to the assumption that more mechanized prosthetics will be
better at mimicking the natural arm, thus increasing functionality, however, this is not necessarily
true. Other aspects, such as cost, comfort, availability, weight, training, control and function, have
been identified as being critical to prosthesis adoption as well [9, 11].
Obviously, prostheses are not the same as natural limbs; therefore a different approach is
required when someone needs to use a prosthesis. Technological barriers can be overcome but there
is a sense of lack of direction in the prosthetic designing field. Indeed, Benz et al. [23] reported that
a lightweight prosthesis with more comfortable or secure attachment and higher functionality was
desirable. Those are broad assessments, that do not help articulate solid goals a prosthesis needs to
achieve. This is the reason why simple devices coexist with more complicated ones. While simpler
ones are lighter, easy to maintain, and small movements in the socket will not affect the device’s
function, they limit what the user can do because they do not restore as many DoFs. More complex
prostheses, however, introduce their own set of limitations, such as unintuitive control that relies
on a secure socket attachment, they are heavier and the battery life is limited.
While individualized fitting is the standard practice, there is no clear end requirement the
prosthesis must satisfy. Fitting that is done by integrating the prosthesis with the bone of the
residual limb (osseintegration) requires a surgery. As a result, many prospective prosthesis users
want to see definitive proof that it will be better than more conventional fitting techniques [23].
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Personalized design and fitting are of crucial importance to avoid prosthesis abandonment. It
is logical that dissatisfaction with comfort, function, and control will make unilateral prosthesis
users resort to using their healthy side, however, this scenario must be avoided through training as
it can lead to overuse syndrome.

2.1.4

Type of Prostheses
The ideal prosthesis should allow a person to grasp, manipulate, and provide haptic feed-

back while resembling a natural extension of the person who wears it. The technology is not
ready to create such a device yet, but significant steps have been made towards that direction.
Generally, there are two main categories of prostheses, aesthetic devices and functional devices.
The aesthetic devices try to mimic the look and feel of a natural limb without attempting to provide
any additional functionality. In the case of partial limb amputation (fingers), aesthetic prostheses
can restore some functionality because they provide additional friction points [12]. Even though
they provide little else, it has been reported that aesthetic prostheses are very important for the
confidence and self-esteem of the user [24].
The next gross category is the functional prostheses. Which by definition, attempt to restore
functionality to the amputated side. Functional prostheses can vary greatly in design and cost, with
no definitive design standards to describe a "good" prosthesis for everyone. It should be noted
here, that a prosthesis is a tool to help perform certain tasks, however, it lacks the versatility of
the natural hand. As such, the prosthetic device should be designed as a goal-oriented extension
of the residual limb, and perhaps different prostheses should be considered for different tasks [12].
Intuitively, this adds another layer of complexity to an already diverse process.
Functional prostheses can generally be divided into four subcategories: activity specific,
body-powered, externally powered, and hybrid systems. Activity-specific prostheses are exactly
what the name suggests; they are prosthetic devices with a highly specialized ending attachment.
Examples include specific attachments for holding a golf club or a basketball, paddle-shaped
for swimming, etc. Though greatly efficient for the task they are designed for, activity-specific
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prostheses are suited for little else. As a result, people may need to carry a bag of prostheses
attachments and select the one most fitting for the task, a notion that many people reject [12].
Body powered (or cable driven) devices use a combination of harnesses and cables to
transmit motions into actuating the end effector prehensor. The prehensor itself can be voluntarily
open (VO) or voluntarily close (VC). VO are normally closed, and it can be opened when the user
apply force. VC prehensors are normally opened and they can close when they is actuated. Though
VO prehensors do not require the user to actively maintain tension once the object is grasped, they
do not provide any haptic feedback [12]. Depending on the task, VO or VC might be better suited
which led users to indicate that the ability to switch between VO and VC would have been a useful
feature [25]. This category of prosthetic devices is popular because they are lightweight, more
rugged, and cheaper than the other types [12, 25].
Externally powered prostheses use a signal to drive electric motors that actuate the end
effector for grasping. Those prostheses have motors, batteries, microprocessors, and electrodes to
receive an input signal. Usually an electromyography (EMG) signal is used as the input signal, and
in this case, the externally powered device is called a myoelectric prosthetic. These myoelectric
devices offer a more natural control because they do not require operation by the healthy hand.
However, they tend to be more complicated with battery life being a major limitation. Despite
their potential, they remain difficult to control with limited functionality [11, 26]. Activation of the
remaining muscles, that might too be far from the site, is required to drive the prosthesis to perform
functions such as grasp. This unintuitive control creates an additional stress on the users, leading
to passive use or abandonment [26] which may result in overuse syndrome [16–18, 26]. Though
more complicated and technologically advanced, the myoelectric devices have not been proven
to be better than body-powered. Indeed, under certain conditions and tasks, there is conflicting
evidence whether one category is superior to the other [8].
Hybrid systems are a combination of body powered and externally powered technologies
that are mostly used in cases of higher levels of amputation. For example, a person who has lost
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both wrist and elbow, can use a device that has myoelectric control of the wrist and body powered
control of the elbow. Intuitively, they inherit all the limitations of the other two categories.
Lastly, it should be acknowledged that choosing not to wear a prosthesis is perfectly
acceptable as long as the person decides there is no need for it. The rehabilitation team must
provide every piece of available information but the choice belongs ultimately to the person with
the amputation [12]. Prosthesis abandonment is not inherently bad, though it does underline the
failure of the rehabilitation team to work with the amputee and define realistic goals.
Changes in body image, functionality, finances, and comfort take their toll on the amputee [27] therefore, the emotional state of the person who has just lost a limb should be considered
before any choices are made. Though it falls outside of the scope of this work, it must be noted that
psychological support is important for amputees and their family. The loss of a limb is emotionally
similar to the loss of a loved one and is characterized by a feeling of yearning [27]. Indeed, people
who have just lost their limb express a desire to have it back [27] as well as, unconsciously try to use
the amputated limb or even dream about it [24]. In fact, there have been reports of amputatees still
experiencing a phantom limb sensation decades after the amputation [28]. Perhaps the persistent
habits and the feeling of yearning might be partially responsible for the perceived failure of a
prosthesis to meet expectations the literature reports [9] rather than design deficiencies. As such,
the rehabilitation team must not present the amputee with the life altering choice of a prosthesis
while he/she is undergoing the emotional adaptation that follows the amputation. Clear goals must
be established based on the end-user’s needs. Meaning, different specifications and designs must
be made for every single case. When all things are considered, the amputee may still decide that
there is no need for a prosthetic device, this is perfectly fine, it is imperative though that measures
be taken to prevent overuse syndrome.

2.2

Human Body Modeling
This work examines the human musculoskeletal system. More specifically, the human

upper body, starting from the pelvis, will be modeled as a robot kinematic chain. Though the
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skeletal anatomy is universal and well documented, there are many robot models to represent it.
Each model is tailored-made for the specific application that is needed. This section will describe
the human anatomy and underline some important parameters that need to be taken into account,
in order to create an accurate and practical kinematic model that this work requires.

2.2.1

Upper Human Body Anatomy
The following brief overview of the anatomy of the upper human skeleton is based primar-

ily on Grant’s atlas of anatomy by Anne M.R. Agur and Ming J. Lee [29].
From the pelvis, the vertebral column extends upwards until it reaches the skull, creating
the torso. The vertebral column consists of 24 separate vertebrae and two composite vertebrae, the
sacrum and the coccyx. Of the 24 separate vertebrae, 7 are in the neck (cervical), 12 support the
thorax (thoracic) and 5 are in the lumbar region (lumbar). The sacrum and coccyx are attached to
the pelvis and do not exhibit any motion. The cervical, thoracic, and lumbar vertebrae do move
relative to each other. Though each vertebra exhibits, relatively, limited motion, the torso is able to
move in 3 dimension (flexion/extension, lateral flexion, rotation) by utilizing all vertebrae motions
simultaneously. At the height and anterioriorly of the first thoracic vertebrae is the manubrium
bone of the sternum. From the manubrium the left and right clavicle bones begin. These bones
extend laterally and then circle around the thorax where they attach to their respective scapulae.
Note that the clavicle is mostly supported by muscles and ligaments, making the sternoclavicular
joint extremely mobile in 3 dimensions. The glenohumeral, or shoulder, joint is the point where
the head of the humerous of the upper arm attaches to the scapula. The resulting ball joint is
also able to move in 3 dimension, however, please note that sternoclavicular and glenohumeral
joints complement each other during motion because neither has enough ROM to be as efficient
individually. The distal end of the humerous meets the radius and ulna bones, creating the elbow
joint. This joint can flex-extend and rotate voluntarily. Interestingly, the forearm does exhibit
abduction as a function of the flexion. This means that abduction only occurs involuntarily when
the elbow is flexed (carrying angle). The bones of the hand are attached at the distal ends of the
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ulna and radius, creating the wrist. The wrist can only extend and abduct, the rotation of the hand
originates at the elbow.
The important aspect that needs to be understood is that no two bones are rigidly connected
with each other in the human body. Strong ligaments, tendons, and muscles are responsible for
holding the skeleton together. As such, small translations between bones do occur during normal
movement. Since the muscles of the arm are attached in at least two sites, there is a dynamic
coupling between elbow and shoulder joints [30], i.e. one joint is affected by the position of the
other. Whether the translation of the bones and the joint coupling is important to be modeled, is
very contextual.
The human musculoskeletal is a rather unconventional kinematic chain that can be modeled
in a variety of ways and different parameters can be monitored.

2.2.2

Models of the Human Body and Motion Generation
There are many models for the human body and depending on the application, the complex-

ity can vary greatly. More complex models are in theory, more accurate but may not necessarily
provide any significant benefit, while simpler models may be inappropriate for some applications.
As a result, many models have been proposed with different configurations. While they are
appropriate for the application that were proposed for, it is very unlikely that they would be usable
for a different application if they are not modified.
One of the earlier, and simpler, models of the upper arm was presented by Hogan and
Flash, and had only two DoFs [31]. The motion was restricted in a planar field and only shoulder
and elbow joint angles were considered. More recent models continued the trend of limiting the
motions in a two-dimensional field and some increased the number of DoFs to include the wrist [32,
33].
Two-dimensional models, however, have limited clinical application because of the restricted motion. Other applications examine characteristics of the human upper arm such as hand
trajectory [34–36] or EMG signals and posture through feet pressure [37]. Though they do not
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have dimensional restrictions, those models represent body motions implicitly, i.e. they do not
represent the human motion per se, but they provide information about certain characteristics that
are directly related to movements.
Three-dimensional models can represent joints accurately but there is no standardized way
to define the joint angles. These models can vary in complexity too, they can model only one
arm [30] or the whole body [38]. The simpler models are limited but can be more generic [39]
and therefore can be extended to fit different applications [2, 40]. Certain models strive for a
balance between complexity and generality [[41],[38]] but it may not be simple to implement minor
changes. This will result in extensive alterations that will essentially introduce a different model.
The most comprehensive models are often the ones used in animation and allow for soft tissue
and skin deformations due to movement [42]. Those demanding models rarely have important
clinical information. Indeed, with the exception of soft tissue movement and deformation inside
the prosthesis socket [43], soft tissue deformation in general is not particularly important for
rehabilitation.
In conclusion, it is very important to select a human body model that satisfies the needs of
each project. Higher anatomical accuracy is not better if it introduces more complexity without
any significant benefit. As a result, a less anatomically accurate model might be preferable, as long
as it preserves important information to remain clinically meaningful.
Generally speaking, the ideal human model will have the least amount of DoFs required
for the application but not any less. As such, there is a certain process to be followed in order
to identify the coordinate frames and DoFs needed. A base coordinate frame must be initially
defined and the number of DoFs must be chosen. In most cases, for three dimensional motion
three translational DoFs or six when orientation is also important, are used. For planar motion, two
DoFs are usually sufficient. It is important to identify the motions that will be studied and assign
coordinate frames on the correct segments. For example, an experiment that focuses on vertebral
column movement needs to have a coordinate frame between each vertebra. If an experiment is
focused on gross trunk movement, then a single frame for the torso may be enough. Each assigned
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coordinate axis should be aligned with the anatomical rotation axis to represent the correct motions.
If the axes are misaligned, then motion on one anatomical axis (e.g. elbow flexion) will have
projections on two coordinate axes giving misleading results. The cardan sequence (rotational
order) is also crucial to calculate the correct joint angles [39, 44]. The basic process to create a
human model is:
1. Define a base coordinate frame. In most cases, the pelvis will suffice.
2. Identify rigid segments, especially on the torso.
3. Assign coordinate frames between segments.
4. Assign DoFs on each frame.
5. Align coordinate axes with anatomical joint axis.
6. Establish a cardan sequence (rotational order) between segments.
Any model that abides by the above list is in principle correct. The steps described so far
will create a kinematic model. Synthesizing the human motion is the next step and definitely, the
most challenging.
Imitation or synthesis of realistic human motion is relevant in many fields such as robotics,
virtual reality, ergonomics, rehabilitation, and animation. Similarly to the human body models,
based on the scope of each project, many different approaches have been used to generate the
human motion. Sha et al. [45] created the human motion of an upright human model performing a
reaching task using an optimization method to stabilize the center of mass. Though fairly accurate,
it cannot extend to more complicated tasks or finer upper arm motion. Nakaoka et al. [46] showed
an example of humanoid robots performing dances by imitating human MoCap recordings. A
key component of that project was the alteration of joint angles to satisfy mechanical constraints.
Similarly, Pollard et al. [47], used motion capture data and reduced the joint angle and velocity
limits in order for the humanoid robot to be able to imitate the motions. Park et al. [48] used a
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memory-based human motion simulation for ergonomic design. Human motions were recorded
and a pool of kinematic data was created. In Park’s work, a simulated scenario can be requested,
and the algorithm will look through the pool to identify and combine primitive motions to create
human-like postures. The end result was to identify ergonomic designs based on potential user’s
movements. Strictly speaking, the motion wasn’t generated but it was patched together from
different motion primitives. Lura [2] proposed the use of the weighted least norm with optimized
weights to simulate human motion of able-bodied individuals. The result was a fairly accurate
simulation algorithm that required a relatively small MoCap data set and this dissertation expands
on his work.
The underline concept of human-like motion generation is that MoCap recordings are
collected and they are scaled down in some way in order for the artificial construct (hardware
or software) to be able to perform it. This is the biggest difference that this work and Lura’s have
with respect to similar efforts. The motions that will be generated by the proposed algorithms have
to be performed by humans and not some limited human-like robot or avatar. More importantly, the
motions have to be reflective of the person’s amputation level, anthropometrics, and general ability
to perform joint movements. As a result, certain approaches, such as playing back a compilation
of previously recorded motions, cannot be used. In the end, while human-like motion imitation is
a very active field, in the scope of this project, there is the limitation that the simulated movements
have to be repeatable by a human and simply resembling natural motion.
Unlike when designing a humanoid robot or an animation avatar, the human body joints
cannot be changed to make the control scheme easier. This means that the complexity of the
human upper body is predefined and must be resolved in order to simulate human motion that can
be reproduced by humans. Clearly, this makes the search for a unique, or even a useful solution
difficult. Thus, the complexity of the human arm and the elegance of the brain’s control present a
great challenge to model.
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Chapter 3: Motion Capture Data Collection and Analysis

3.1

Segments Definition for Able-Bodied and the Calculation of the Joint Angles
This work focuses on the upper body, gait and posture below the pelvis will not be dis-

cussed. The able-bodied model that is used here, is based on the one used by Lura [2], which was
an alteration of the upper body model proposed by Williams [39]. The model has ten segments
starting from the pelvis and extending to both of the hands.
In order to create an XY Z coordinate frame on each segment, an origin point and two
defining lines are needed. The minimum amount of reflective markers that is required for each
segment to be created is three (3) in order to create a three dimensional coordinate frame. The
fundamental process of defining a coordinate frame is as follows:
1. Define an origin point O
2. Define two lines A&B. Their directions and the positions can be arbitrary
3. Whichever line AorB passes through O becomes the first cardinal coordinate axis, if no line
goes through a parrallel line to either can be used
4. The cross product of A&B will create the second cardinal coordinate axis, starting from the
origin
5. The cross product of the two cardinal axes creates the third and final cardinal axis
6. The XYZ axes’ directions are identified using the right-hand rule
7. Define a rotation order (cardan sequence) between a frame and its reference frame so the
euler angles can be calculated. Alternatively, a different joint angle representation can be
selected
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In order for the coordinate system to have any clinical meaning, it must be aligned with
anatomical motions. Both the recomendations of the international society of biomechanics presented by Wu et al. [49] as well as work presented by Dumas et al. [38] provide comprehensive
information on how to select and define the origin and axes of each joint. The rotation order is a
bit more interesting in its definition and it matters greatly in resolving the joint angles [50, 51]. If
it is not selected appropriately, it is possible that the joint angles will become ill-defined, resulting
in unnaturally high values (angles θ >> 2π are not uncommon in those cases) even if there is
little actual motion taking place (gimbal lock). The mathematical explanation is beyond the scope
of this chapter. However, it needs to be stressed that this scenario must be avoided. Though the
literature explains how the rotation order is used ([52] section 2.8 pp 39-45, [53] ch. 2 pp 51-54),
there are very few studies providing definitive direction on the selection of the rotation order [50].
However, in the field of biomechanics, it is generally accepted that the motions must be resolved in
a descending order, from biggest motion to smallest. For example, on the trunk, the torso bending
must be resolved first, followed by the lateral bending and finally the torso rotation. Whether the
actual order will be XYZ, YXZ or any other, depends on the definition of the coordinate frame.
Of course, based on the experiment, a different order might be more suitable (e.g. the experiment
focuses on torso rotation minimizing the torso extension). In the literature the joint angles have
been calculated using all possible rotation orders and, after excluding the cases of gimbal lock,
average the results [51]. This is not recommended because it doesn’t actually solve the issue of
ill defined frames and the cases that this is useful are the ones that the order of rotation doesn’t
impacts the resulting euler angles greatly. In general though, it is not guaranteed that the same
order of rotation will be useful when analyzing complex motions of the upper arm.
A more mathematically robust method is the use of helical angles to calculate the joint
angles [54–56]. The helical angle analysis is able to describe any motion as a single rotation about
an axis that is arbitrary located in space. The axis of rotation is a unitary 3 × 1 vector K defined in
a coordinate frame F and the associated magnitude of rotation φ about K are enough to describe
any position and orientation. By multiplying K with φ the joint angles can be calculated. In an
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ideal case the euler angles with the correct rotation order, and the multiplication of K and φ will
give the exact same numeric values. However, due to noise from the recording, and the joints of
the human body not being perfect hinge joints, there will be some numeric variance. The vector K
and the magnitude φ can be calculated from the rotation matrix R.
From the rotation matrix R the cos(φ ) can be calculated using Eq. 3.1 and the sin(φ ) using
Eq. 3.2:
1
cos(φ ) = (Trace(R) − 1)
2

1
sin(φ ) =
2

q

(R(3, 2) − R(2, 3))2 + (R(1, 3) − R(3, 1))2 + (R(2, 1) − R(1, 2))2

(3.1)

(3.2)

keep in mind that only the positive solution for sin(φ ) is used because the magnitude of rotation φ
is always defined between [0,π]. Cases beyond [0,π] are not particularly useful in biomechanics
and therefore this limitation of the method is not an issue for this work [55]. The computer
function atan2 is recommended to resolve for the quadrants appropriately. The angle φ can then
be calculated by the arc tangent Eq. 3.3 [52, 55, 56]

φ = atan

sin(φ )
cos(φ )

(3.3)

the axis of rotation K, defined relative to the joint coordinate frame, can be found using the offdiagonal elements of R and the sin(φ ) [53, 55].


R(3, 2) − R(2, 3)


R(1, 3) − R(3, 1)




R(2, 1) − R(1, 2)
K=

2sin(φ )
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(3.4)

for any pair of [K, φ ], there is a pair [−K, −φ ] that results in the same rotation matrix R. When the
magnitude of rotation φ approaches π, Eq. 3.4 is poorly defined. This is because rotation of π will
yield the same rotation matrix regardless of the direction of K. To ensure consistency, the sign of
the off-diagonal elements are considered. If two signs are negative and one is positive then the axis
is flipped. if two elements are zero and the last one is negative, then the axis is flipped to the right
of the non-zero element.
Selecting for the appropriate sign of K is important but fairly simple as long as there are no
abrupt changes in the sign of the joints’ trajectory. Since human motion is considered here, large
changes between two time instances are not natural, and therefore it is simple to identify when the
axis needs to be flipped.
The axis of rotation K and the magnitude of rotation φ are adequate to describe any possible
joint angle. However, this representation is very unintuitive and has no clinical meaning. To
address that issue, the magnitude of rotation is multiplied by the axis K. This will create a vector
that has the projection of φ about each axis of the joint coordinate frame. By definition, this new
vector θ has the XYZ joint angles. The results of Eq. 3.5 will be similar to the average of the
angles calculated using different Euler rotation orders [51].
   
θx  Kx 
   
θ  = K  ∗ φ
 y  y
   
θz
Kz

(3.5)

The helical angles become undefined when φ is zero or π but this is rarely of interest in the
biomechanics with the appropriate frame definition. The biggest issue with this method however,
is the sensitivity to noise [57][58]. This becomes a problem when calculated elements of θ that are
smaller than the magnitude of the noise. For example, to calculate the joint angle vector θ for the
elbow, different levels of noise will affect the carrying angle wildly, but the elbow flexion\extension
will be largely immune. In the lower limb, the susceptibility to noise is considered to impact the
kinematic analysis greatly [58], and as a result the use of Euler angles is recommended. However,
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in the biomechanics of the lower limb, the order of rotation has been rigorously established [58, 59]
and gimbal lock rarely appears. On the upper extremity, it is challenging to establish an appropriate
order of rotation for every task, and the shoulder is very prone to gimbal lock.
To sum up, there are two very specific benefits in using the helical angles representation on
the upper arm. First, there is no danger of gimbal lock. This will allow complex human motion
to be analyzed without worry of how well-defined the joint angles are at any given moment. The
second benefit is the independence of rotation order [50, 51] and therefore numerical stability is
guaranteed regardless of the priority of motions that are performed in each task. The sensitivity to
noise does not affect this specific work because the carrying angle is not considered here and the
rest of the motions are sufficiently larger than the recorded noise. Once Eq. 3.5 is used, the angles
can be used exactly as the Euler angles.
In the next few paragraphs, each segment of the upper human body is described. An order
of rotation is given but it is used for the construction of the robot model of the human body
(Section 4.1) and not for the analysis of the human motion. All subjects performed ROM and ADL
tasks while being recorded by a reflective marker based motion capture (MoCap) system (Vicon,
Denver, CO). The system can have a tracking error as low as 0.15mm if the correct conditions
are met [60]. However, suboptimal lighting conditions, different size of the markers, soft tissue
deformation, as well as random numerical error will increase the tracking error. A more realistic
expectation is the tracking error to be higher than 1mm but lower than 2mm. As such the minimum
angle that can be measured confidently on the human body is about 1o , any lower and the signal
will be susceptible to noise. However, longer segments might be able to be measured at higher
accuracy because they will displace the markers more than 1mm for smaller angles. There is no
reason to risk introducing error by adjusting the resolution based on the segment length though.
The reflective markers were placed according to Figure 3.1.
To visualize the human anatomy, Biodigital Human (Biodigital Inc., New York, NY, USA),
Visual3D (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD, USA), as well as Maya 2015 (Autodesk, San Rafael,
CA, USA) were used to generate the figures that are presented in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Marker Positions on the Human Skeleton
In this work the model of the human body starts from the pelvis. It will be considered the
base reference frame from where the kinematic chain of the human body starts as it was defined
in [2]. There are six reflective markers that are used on the pelvis. A marker on the left posterior
superior iliac spine (LPSI), and a marker on the right posterior superior iliac spine (RPSI) are the
points of the first defining line. A marker on left and on the right anterior superior iliac spine (LASI
and RASI) define the second line. For redundancy, one marker on the left greater trochanters and
one marker the right (LGT and RGT) is attached. The purpose of the last two markers is to allow
reconstruction of RASI-LASI in case they are not visible during bending motions.

Figure 3.2: Pelvis Markers (Anterior - Posterior View)
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The origin is selected to be in the middle of LPSI and RPSI. The line that goes between
LPSI-RPSI becomes the Z-axis, pointing towards RPSI. The cross product between the line that
exists between the origin and RASI and the Z-axis produces a vector perpendicular to both of
the defining lines. This becomes the Y -axis and points towards the upper body. Finally, Z-axis
and Y -axis cross product create the X-axis which points anteriorly completing the right-hand rule.
Fig. 3.2 shows the pelvis with the markers on it. The sites of the markers are palpable and they
have relatively small skin motions. Fig 3.3 shows where the pelvis coordinate system is created
along the defining lines.

Figure 3.3: Pelvis Coordinate System
For the torso, there are five markers in total. Two at the front (anteriorly) of the chest and
three in the back (posteriorly). The first of the anterior markers (CLAV) is located on the jugular
notch between the left and right sternoclavicular joints. The second anterior marker (STRN) is
located on the xiphoid process ( Fig 3.4). Posteriorly, there is a marker on the first thoracic vertebra
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(T1) and one on the tenth thoracic vertebra (T10). Additionally, there is a marker on the left scapula
(LBAK). This marker is used for redundancy (See Fig. 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Torso Markers (Anterior - Posterior View)
The origin of the torso is along the line between the pelvis origin and T1 at 35% of the
distance from the origin of the pelvis segment. This will put the origin roughly before the thorax
and on the spine. The Y -axis is along the line extending from the pelvis origin to T1. The Z-axis
is perpendicular to the lines CLAV-T1 and the Y -axis. Finally, X-axis is the cross product of Y and
Z-axes. The Z-axis describes the torso extension, the X-axis describes the lateral torso flexion, amd
the Y describes the torso rotation. Fig. 3.5 shows where the torso coordinate system is attached
relative to the skeleton. Note that strictly speaking, the torso doesn’t have a single joint center, but
many, one between each vertebra. However, they all move in unison to complement each other.
As a result, the torso moves as one segment. For the purpose of this work, there is no particular
benefit to model the torso in a more complicate way. As long as the joint center that is chosen is
along the vertebral column in a position that can be considered an origin of anatomical motion, the
joint center is perfectly usable for the scope examined here.
The left and right clavicle segments are located between the sternoclavicular (SC) joints and
the glenohumeral joints . There are four markers that are used for the definition of each segment.
The CLAV and T1 markers, are part of both clavicle segments. On each acromion process joint,
there are two markers, one anteriorly and one posteriorly. On the right glenohumeral joint, the
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Figure 3.5: Torso Coordinate System
markers are RSHOA (anteriorly) and RSHOP (posteriorly). On the left shoulder, the markers are
called LSHOA and LSHOP. Fig. 3.6 shows where the markers are placed.

Figure 3.6: Right and Left Shoulder Markers (Anterior - Posterior View)
The biggest challenge is finding the center of the joint to define the origin. The SC joints
are located on the superior and lateral sides of the manubrium. Due to the shape of the joint and the
existence of soft tissue, it is very difficult to find the joint center by palpation. Williams et al. [39]
proposed to assign the joint center at the manubrium (location of CLAV marker) for both left and
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right segments. A relatively accurate estimation since the CLAV marker is very close to both
joints. However, the coordinate frame will depend only on the CLAV marker making it susceptible
to noise. Lura [2] used an optimization process to find the joint center. This technique, first
proposed by Schönauer([61] ch. 3.5 p. 40), is a very streamlined process but requires the existence
of MoCap recordings or normalized averages of the motion. More importantly, if the range of
motion of the joint is not big enough (as is the case on the clavicle) the optimization method will
assign the joint center somewhere in the wider area of the thorax and additional constraints must
be used. The position of the optimize joint centers with respect to the anatomy and the physical
markers are shown in Fig. 3.7. Notice how the right sternoclavicular joint appears to be somewhere
inside the right superior lobe of the right lung and the left sternoclavicular joint is located inside
the left supperior lobe of the left lung. Also note the asymmetry between the two joint centers.

Figure 3.7: Skeleton with Markers and Optimized Joint Centers
Sullins [1] used a model that had the clavicle origin at a point located 30% of the distance
between CLAV-T1 markers and a point 30% of the distance from the the line between CLAV-T1
and the line between RSHOP-RSHOA. Fig. 3.8 show the joint centers on the human skeleton.
Sullins’ model was made to be compatible with the animation model he was using. Indeed, as
shown in Fig. 3.9 & Fig. 3.10 the animation model that was created in Unity graphics engine
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(Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, U.S.) and is used in [1] has the joint centers located
at roughly the same locations as the one shown in Fig. 3.8. Though the position is somewhat
inaccurate, anatomically speaking, it allows for a better animation, a streamlined robust definition
of the joint center, and a consistent way to define the clavicle segments across participants with
different anthropometrics. As it was mentioned in Subsection 2.2.2, a more anatomically accurate
model may not necessarily be better. In this case, the human body model must be compatible with
the animation model in order to display human-like motion. Since this work aims to be integrated
in the clinical practice and to be visualised, Sullin’s definition of the joint center is used.

Figure 3.8: Skeleton with Markers and Calculated Joint Centers
The first defining line, which is also the Z-axis, was defined from the clavicle joint center
to the midpoint of RSHOP-RSHOA/LSHOP-LSHOA. The second defining line is the RSHOPRSHOA/LSHOP-LSHOA line. Z-axis points towards the midpoint of RSHOP-RSHOA/LSHOPLSHOA. Intuitively, this means that the left Z-axis points at the opposite direction of the right
Z-axis. X-axis of the right segment points anteriorly and on the left segment it points posteriorly.
The Y -axis points upwards (parallel to the vertebral column towards the head). Fig. 3.11 shows the
coordinate frame on the right clavicle, keep in mind that Z-axis and X-axis point in the opposite
directions on the left side.
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Figure 3.9:
View)

Animation Model (Front
Figure 3.10: Animation Model (Point of
View)

Figure 3.11: Coordinate System of the Right Clavicle
From the shoulder and distally, the segment definition becomes simpler. The joints are
palpable and markers can be placed around them. There are five markers that are used for the
definition of the shoulder. On the right side, there is RSHOA and RSHOP from the previous
segment, another marker is placed on the right medial side of the elbow joint (RELBM), and
another on the right lateral side of the elbow joint (RELB). A marker on the upper arm also
exists for redundancy (RUPA). On the left side, the same setup is used and the markers are named
accordingly (LSHOP, LSHOA, LELBM, LELB, LUPA). The RUPA and LUPA markers do not
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have an anatomical landmark, but rather, they are set on the general area of the upper arm. See
Fig. 3.12 for a visual representation of the markers’ position on the upper arms.

Figure 3.12: Right and Left Shoulder Markers

Figure 3.13: Right and Left Shoulder Markers
The origin of the shoulder joint is located at midpoint between RSHOA-RSHOP (LSHOALSHOP) since this is a fairly accurate estimation of the joint’s center. The first defining line
is located between the origin and the RELBM-RELB (LELBM-LELB) midpoint. The second
defining line is between RELB-RELBM (LELB-LELBM). The first defining line becomes the Zaxis, pointing towards the elbow. The cross product between the two defining lines becomes the
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X-axis. If the right side X-axis can be considered to point anteriorly, then the left side X-axis
points posteriorly. Finally the Y -axis is perpendicular to the other two axes. It points laterally on
both sides. The rotational order for the shoulder segment is XY Z which corresponds to elevation,
flexion, and axial rotation. Note that the motions of the shoulder relatively to the sternoclavicular
joint, are very prone to singularities. Earlier attempts to use euler angles gave instabilities for
the majority of the prosthesis users making a big portion of the data set almost unusable. The
introduction of the helical angle method solved the problems with gimbal lock. Fig. 3.13 shows
the coordinate frame on the right shoulder, the X-axis point the opposite direction on the left side.
The forearm segments follow a similar process as in the shoulder segments. Five markers
are part of the elbow segment. The RELBM and RELB (LELBM and LELBM), from the previous
segment, are used in the creation of the forearm segment as well. Two markers are placed on the
wrist, one on the side where the thumb is (RWRA or LWRA) and one on the opposite side of the
wrist (RWRB or LWRB). For redundancy, one more marker is placed on the forearm (RFRA or
LFRA). As on the upper arm, the redundancy markers of the forearm are set on the general area of
the forearm. The markers on both forearms can be seen in Fig. 3.14

Figure 3.14: Right and Left Forearm
Markers

Figure 3.15: Right Forearm Coordinate
Frame

The origin of the forearm segment is the midpoint between RELBM-RELB(LELBM-LELB).
The first defining line starts from the origin and extends towards the midpoint of RWRA-RWRA
(LWRA-LWRB), the second defining line is from RWRB to RWRA (LWRB to LWRA). The Z31

axis is the first defining line that points toward the wrist. The cross product of the Z-axis and the
second defining line becomes Y -axis. Both left and right segments have the Y -axis point in the
same direction which is laterally when in the anatomical position. The X-axis is perpendicular to
the other two axes. On the right side the X-axis points anteriorly while on the left side it points
posteriorly. The helical angles were used here as well, however, the euler angles can be used safely
here, because the order of rotation can be established with no issues. The carrying angle was
calculated inaccurately, due to its small magnitude. However, the choice to exclude it was already
made since it is coupled to the flexion/extension and it does not contribute anything to the forearm
motion. Fig. 3.15 shows the coordinate frame on the right forearm, on the left forearm the X-axis
points in the opposite direction.
The hand segment is the final segment of the human kinematic chain. There are only three
markers that define the hand segment. The RWRA-RWRB (LWRA-LWRB), from the previous
segment,and a marker placed on the second metatarsal of the third finger (RFIN or LFIN). Fig. 3.16
shows the markers on both hands.

Figure 3.17: Coordinate Frame of the
Right Hand

Figure 3.16: Markers of the Hands
(Posterior View)

The origin is the midpoint between RWRA-RWRB (LWRA-LWRB) and the first defining
line is from the origin to RFIN. The second defining line is the X-axis of the forearm segment.
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The Z-axis is the first defining line, pointing towards RFIN. The X-axis points towards RWRA on
the right side and towards LWRB on the left side (opposite directions). Finally, the Y -axis points
towards the dorsal side of the hand. Note that rotation should always be zero since this motion is
performed by the forearm. The fingers were excluded from the modeling since the scope of this
work focuses on the gross arm movements. In general the hand frame acts as the frame that needs
to follow a path and satisfy the given trajectory. As such, this is will be considered the end-effector
frame. Fig. 3.17 shows the coordinate frame on the right hand, on the left hand the X-axis points
in the opposite direction.
For the residual limb, the able-bodied model can be adjusted to reflect individuals who have
undergone amputation. The marker set that is used is universal but the segment definition changes
depending on the amputation level. The pelvis, torso, and shoulder segments are created in the
same manner. The same procedure is also followed for the other non-amputated segments. For the
segment that has been amputated, the first defining line is the same as if the segment was intact.
The end point of the residual limb with the origin create the second defining line. Fig. 3.18 gives an
example of a transradial forearm. Fig. 3.19 shows the coordinate frame that is defined following
the same procedure as in the definition of the able-bodied forearm segment. This allows for all
models to be consistent in order to be compared with each other. Indeed, motions are defined in
the same way for both able-bodied and prosthesis users.
The prosthesis is also being marked as if it was the natural limb. The markers are used
with the residual limb’s end point to create a rigid body that is attached to the rest of the arm. A
coordinate frame is attached at the end point of the prosthesis in order to record the motions of the
end effector and how the motions of the body affect it. Fig. 3.20 shows the markers that are used
to create the prosthesis segment.
With symmetry assumed if the prosthesis weight is not measured, the weight of the prosthesis is calculated as a percentage (Pprosh & Pres ) of an intact arm. From the end point of the residual
limb to the wrist markers the length of the prosthesis is measured (L p ). From the elbow markers
to the wrist markers the length of the natural hand is estimated (Lh ). From the elbow markers to
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Figure 3.18: Defining Points for a
Transradial Prosthesis User

Figure 3.19: Coordinate Frame for a
Transradial Prosthesis User

the end of the residual limb the length of the residual limb is estimated (Lr ). Using Eq. 3.6, the
residual limb and the prosthesis are calculated as percentages of the natural limb, if it still existed.

Lh − L p
Lh
Lh − Lr
Pprosh =
Lh
Pres =

(3.6)

Once this step is finished, a robotic model that reflects a prosthesis user is created. Ideally,
specific measurements will be taken so there will be no need to assume symmetry and go through
the process that it was just described.
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Figure 3.20: Markers of the Prosthesis
3.2

Subject Demographics and Motion Analysis
Twenty two (22) individuals participated in this study in total. Recruiting able-bodied was

never an issue, but it was challenging to find prosthesis user participants. As a result some levels of
upper extremity amputation are underrepresented. The prosthesis users have been separated into
categories based on their amputation level. Table 3.1 shows how many participants were in each
category and the age distribution.
Table 3.1: Demographics
Category

No of Participants

Able-Bodied
Bilateral Transhumeral
Right Transhumeral
Left Transhumeral
Right Transradial
Left Transradial

14
1
3
2
5
11

Average age
(Years)
30.1
61.0
42.0
61.0
56.3
48.0

St.D.
(Years)
12.6
N/A
1.0
N/A
21.0
12.5

Note that the age of one of the left transhumeral participants was not recorded. Since
the group of the left transradial prosthesis users is the largest group, this work focuses on them.
However, the methods presented should be applicable to all categories, even though there were not
enough subjects to validate the results.
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3.3

Able-bodied and Prosthesis Users Demographics
Ten able-bodied individuals participated during the creation of the able-bodied robot-human

body model (RHBM) [2]. Two females and eight males with average age 33.6 ± 13.4 years old.
Four more able-bodied male subjects were added to validate the preexisting work. Their average
age was 21.3 ± 0.4 years old. Table 3.2 presents the demographic information of the able-bodied
participants.
The participants performed range of motion (ROM) tasks and activities of daily living
(ADL) tasks. The ROM and ADL tasks that the additional able-bodied participants performed
were the same used by Lura [2] in order for the data to be comparable.
Table 3.2: Able-Bodied Participants
Subject

Weight
(kg)

Height
(m)

Sex

Age
(years)

C01
C02
C03
C04
C05
C06
C07
C08
C09
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

62.5
79.8
83.5
70.5
100.5
102.5
62
73.2
90.5
65.0
77.5
97.5
69.4
116.5

1.73
1.79
1.81
1.80
1.86
1.84
1.60
1.77
1.74
1.66
1.82
1.82
1.68
1.86

male
male
male
male
male
male
female
male
male
female
male
male
male
male

21
25
20
20
24
35
38
41
58
54
54
21
21
21

Handedness is a factor when the hand experiences unexpected perturbation. The brain
appears to use feedforward control for the dominant hand and feedback control for the nondominant [34, 35]. As such, handedness is not considered a factor in this work.
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Table 3.3: Prosthesis Users Participants
Subject

Weight
(kg)

Height
(m)

Sex

Age
(years)

Prosthesis
Type

P01
P02
P03
P04
P05
P06
P07
P08

78.1
89
90
97
88
57.5
89
97

1.78
1.89
1.77
1.91
1.74
1.69
1.72
1.78

male
male
male
male
male
female
female
male

63
37
56
N/A
51
61
57
50

Body-powered
Body-powered
Body-powered
Body-powered
Body-powered
Body-powered
Body-powered
Body-powered

The total thirteen left transradial subjects, three were excluded from the dataset either due
to a preexisting condition or failure to perform all the tasks. Two more were excluded because
they were using a myoelectric device. Eight participants with transradial amputation on their left
side using a body-powered voluntary open prosthesis were selected and will be considered in this
work. Table shows their demographic information.
The age of subject P04 was not recorded during the interview. The average age of the
prosthesis user group was 53.6 ± 8.1 years old. A relatively older group than the able-bodied group.
They performed the same ROM and ADL tasks as the able-bodied group. The only difference is
that the participants were instructed to complete the ADL tasks using their prosthesis. The joint
coordinate frames were defined similarly between able-bodied and prosthesis users. The only
exception was the last coordinate frame on the end of the residual limb and not at the hand.

3.4

Range of Motion and Activities of Daily Living
All participants performed eight ROM tasks and five ADL tasks. Each task was executed

three times for redundancy. The data were post-processed using Vicon Nexus ver. 1.8.5 and Vicon
BodyBuilder ver. 3.6.2 (Vicon, Denver, CO).
The ROM tasks were:
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• Torso Rotation
• Torso Lateral Flexion
• Torso Flexion
• Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
• Shoulder Ab/Adduction
• Shoulder Flexion/Extension
• Forearm Pronation/Supination
• Elbow Flexion/Extension
Each ROM task aims to perform a basic rotation around one axis of each body segment.
Three basic motions can be perform by the torso. Torso rotation (Fig 3.21), torso flexion (Fig. 3.22),
and torso lateral flexion (Fig. 3.23) are the three principal motions performed by the trunk. Any
other motion of the trunk is a combination of those three. The direction of rotation is the same as
in [2]. The software that was used to create the figures that exhibit those motions was developed
in Unity game engine, ver. 5.3.2f1 (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, USA), and it was
created by Sullins [1] for the visualization of this work.

Figure 3.21: Torso Rotation

Figure 3.22: Torso Flexion

Shoulder external/internal rotation (Fig. 3.24), shoulder ab/adduction (Fig. 3.25), and shoulder flexion/extension (Fig. 3.26) are the principal motions of the upper arm. It should be noted
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Figure 3.23: Torso Lateral Flexion
that the sign of each motion is reversed between left and right side when the joint angles are
calculated. In order to avoid confusion, the left side is flipped to have the same sign as the right
(Section 3.1 discusses the details). Another important aspect is that the shoulder ROM tasks are
not performed by one joint but by both the sternoclavicular and the glenohumeral joints (see
Subsection 2.2.1) however Figs. 3.24, 3.26, and 3.25 show only the glenohumeral joint because
of its larger contribution.

Figure 3.24: Shoulder External/Internal Rotation

Figure 3.25: Shoulder Ab/Adduction

Elbow flexion/extension (Fig. 3.27) and forearm pronation/supination (Fig. 3.28) are the
two principal motions of the elbow joint. As it was mentioned in Subsection 2.2.1, the third
principal motion, the carrying angle, is coupled with the elbow flexion/extension and cannot be
performed independently.
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Figure 3.26: Shoulder Flexion/Extension

Figure 3.27: Elbow Flexion/Extension

Figure 3.28: Forearm Pronation/Supination

Once the ROM tasks were completed, each participant performed activities of daily living
(ADL) tasks. No specific instructions were given to the participants about how to complete the
ADL tasks. The goal was for each individual to perform in a way that felt natural to them.
There were three ADL tasks that the participants were required to perform. They performed each task three times. Every subject was instructed to complete the tasks without specific
instructions as long as it was comfortable for them. The ADL tasks were:
• Brushing hair
• Drinking from a cup
• Eating using fork and knife
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It was assumed that the simple nature of the tasks will eventually lead to a similar kinematic
pattern. Also the variation between execution between subjects was considered important to record
to identify the overarching natural pattern. Though the tasks fairly simple they were considered
useful in day to day activities and that’s why they were selected.
Two additional ADL tasks were recorded and presented by Lura [2] for able-bodied individuals, and therefore were recorded for prosthesis users, that are excluded. Those ADL tasks
were: lifting a laundry basket from the floor and placing it on a desk, and opening a door. The main
reason for excluding those task is that they engage the lower body. This became more apparent
for the prosthesis users who will use their lower limb to compensate. There were a few interesting
observations from those two tasks. During the “Lift” task, the left and right side formed a closed
loop when the basket was lifted. While the able-bodied participants showed symmetrical ROM
between left and right arm, the prosthesis users exhibited compensatory motion on the right (nonamputated side). During the “Open” task, many prosthesis users used their lower limb to either
take a step or bend their knee and ankle to be able to rotate the doorknob. This is interesting
because the “Open” task requires forearm pronation which the prosthesis users do not have. As a
result this task has a singularity and requires a completely different kinematic pattern. Regardless
of the potential insight those tasks might give, their MoCap recordings were deemed incomplete
and unreliable, as a result only the three ADL tasks that do not use the lower limb will be discussed.

3.5

Statistical Analysis Using Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA)
To analyze the statistical significance of the ROM a multivariete analysis of variant, also

known as MANOVA, method will be used. The purpose of this approach is to see if the gross
differences in ROM between able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users is important. The test
that will be used is the Pillai’s trace [62]. However, since there is only one factor (number of
existing DoFs) there is very little impact different MANOVA methods will have. Once it is
determined whether the data from the different subjects are statistically significant a series of
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one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests between the joints will be performed to assess the
difference of each joint between categories.
The initial assumption would be that any observed difference is random noise (Null hypothesis) and the MANOVA and ANOVAs will be used to deduce if that is correct or the observed
variance is important. There are two important types of error that demand caution from the
observer. The type I error which is falsely rejecting the null hypothesis. In essence, random
variance is considered significant. The type II error is accepting the null hypothesis, i.e. statistical
significance is treated as random variance. Since the data set for prosthesis users is limited, if the
null hypothesis stands or is rejected just barely, then the possibility of an error of either type is
present [63].
It should be noted that t-test is not recommended for the analysis of large interconnected
data sets, such as ROM, because it is possible that a type I error might arise. As such, the more
powerful MANOVA is used to compensate for multiple comparisons.
All statistical analyses tests were performed using the SPSS software suite (ver. 24, IBM,
Armonk, NY, USA).

3.6

Motion Analysis
The 14 able-bodied participants and the 8 prosthesis users performed the ROM tasks that

were described in Section 3.3. The range of motion (ROM) of each joint is defined as the maximum
joint angle minus the minimum joint angle. The total absolute ROM across all subjects, along with
the standard deviation, is presented in Fig. 3.29. The last three DoFs of the prosthesis users are
absent and the total number of DoFs for transradial prosthesis users is 20. However, the MoCap
recordings did show motion due to soft tissue deformation, motion between prosthesis and residual
limb, and noise during the recording. Note that the prosthesis users with a shorter residual limb
tend to show between the residual limb and their device.
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Figure 3.29: Absolute ROM of Able-Bodied Participants and Prosthesis Users. The Last 3DoFs
for Prosthesis users are not Active Joints
The numerical values of Fig. 3.29 are given in the last two columns of Table 3.4 and
Table 3.5. The able-bodied data provide the baseline which the prosthesis users’ ROM will be
compared to give insight of the impact of the prosthesis to the rest of the body.
It should be noted that differences between subjects are not only due to the different ROM
of the subjects, but also due to different anthropometrics and variation in marker placement.
Indeed, as it is apparent from Section 3.1, slightly different placement of the markers will result in
coordinate frames that have an offset. As such, a certain value of a joint angle will not necessarily
have the same anatomical meaning across subjects. Care should be taken when averaging or
otherwise manipulating joint angles data. Though it seems appealing to attempt to normalize
the angles using a reference posture (e.g. the static T-pose), keep in mind that the joint angles are
not vectors. Without knowing the offset of the coordinate frames, a normalization is, generally
speaking, meaningless (see [64] ch. 2, p.57). Ultimately, as long as the total ROM data are not
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Table 3.4: ROM Of Able-Bodied Participants (In Degrees) n=14
Anatomical
Joints
Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension
L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

MAX
AVG St.D.
40
38
37
14
22
4
84
105
103
143
50
34
14
-3
38
7
77
105
95
141
62
33
16

23
8
9
7
11
12
19
14
15
6
25
23
11
2
24
12
18
10
14
6
13
29
18

MIN
AVG St.D.
-47
-39
-39
-48
-55
-27
-1
-2
-47
15
-68
-64
-27
-55
-70
-37
-12
3
-51
16
-52
-63
-24

14
8
10
9
15
20
38
10
18
4
25
18
12
6
30
12
37
11
17
6
12
21
13

ROM
AVG St.D.
87
78
77
62
77
32
86
108
150
127
119
98
42
51
109
44
89
102
146
124
114
96
41

27
14
18
11
13
9
36
14
17
7
17
22
6
6
22
11
40
14
16
10
14
24
12

unnaturally high, the joint coordinate frames are defined using the same bony landmarks, and the
data are consistent with the literature, it is safe to assume that the coordinate frames of the subjects
are similar enough and the variation that is reported has clinical information. Please also note that
while the coordinate frames have opposite positive rotation between left and right side, the angles
reported here have been reversed to have the same positive sense between each side.
Both Fig. 3.29 and Table 3.4 show a symmetry between ROMs of the left and the right
side. To avoid introducing another source of error, the left and right side are treated separately.
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Table 3.5: ROM Of Prosthesis Users (In Degrees) n=8
Anatomical
Joints

MAX
AVG St.D.

MIN
AVG St.D.

ROM
AVG St.D.

Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension

20
32
33
5
14
9
72
109
98
134
63
41
23
-7
24
14
96
100
114
108

21
8
5
7
7
11
4
11
15
8
22
22
17
7
31
7
19
17
20
19

-48
-37
-34
-40
-64
-26
-10
17
-44
15
-68
-60
-26
-51
-86
-35
10
2
-38
9

20
8
7
8
9
8
21
8
6
3
19
6
11
7
32
7
22
13
17
11

68
70
64
45
78
35
82
91
142
119
131
101
50
44
111
49
85
97
152
99

12
13
11
9
10
8
20
8
14
8
11
24
10
10
11
11
16
12
13
19

L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

93
12
9

57
11
7

16
8
-5

74
7
6

78
20
14

51
9
6

The standard deviation seems to be proportional to the magnitude of the actual range. Variations
between subjects tend to be more pronounced when a joint demonstrates a bigger motion. Joints
with smaller ROM tend to be more uniform since the magnitude of the variation tends to be
negligible.
The ROM of the amputee subjects is also shown in Fig. 3.29 and Table 3.5. The ROM
between able-bodied individuals and the prosthesis users apears to be similar. Statistical analysis
using a MANOVA showed no statistical significance (F(1, 20) = 2.5, p = 0.5). Examining each
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joint closer using an one-way ANOVA, statistical significance of ROM was found for the right
sternoclavicular pro/retraction (F(1, 20) = 12.2, p < 0.01), the right shoulder flexion/extension
(F() = 8.5, p < 0.01), and the left elbow flexion/extension (F(1, 20) = 15.7, p < 0.01) with the
cut-off value of F(1, 20) being 4.3 at p = 0.05 level of significance. The prosthesis is directly
attached to all those three joints and as such they are affected by it.
From the data, it appears that able-bodied individuals tend to have higher ROM on the
torso when compared to the prosthesis users. The left sternoclavicular (SC) joint of the prosthesis
users appears to have higher ROM due to it being used more to compensate for the missing wrist.
The shoulder rotation ROM on the left side (amputated side) is higher for prosthesis users as
well, however no statistical significance was found by the MANOVA. In general, the able-bodied
individuals have similar joints’ ROM between left and right side while the prosthesis users do not.
Lastly, the 3 missing DoFs of the prosthesis users show passive movement. Only the
forearm pronation appears to have motion that can affect the execution of the task. This is due
to the way the prosthesis is being worn and also due to slip of the socket. The high standard
deviation shows that different subjects will have differences of rotation of the prosthesis. Some
prosthesis users may still be able to supinate or pronate their forearm to some extent, but the bodypowered prosthesis they had didn’t allow for any meaingful use of this motion. As a result, it
was considered to not contribute to the tasks. In general, different prosthesis users will experience
varied movement between the residual limb and the prosthesis.

3.6.1

Motion Analysis of the “Brush" Task
During the “Brush” task, some subjects used their right hand while others used their left

hand. Of the total 43 “Brush” trials, nine were performed with the left hand while the rest 34 were
performed using the right hand. There were also 25 “Brush” trial recorded from the prosthesis
users, making the total number of recorded trials to be 68. The prosthesis users performed the task
with their prosthetic device. As such, all trials of the “Brush” task were performed with the left
arm and no additional manipulation is required to compare the data.
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From Section 3.1 it is apparent that motion on the left side have the opposite sign from the
same motions on the right side. In order to extract useful information, the trials that used the left
side were reversed to appear as if they were taking place on the right side.

Able-Bodied n=14

Ab/Adduction
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Flexion/Extension

Pronation/Supination

Flexion/Extension

Forearm

External/Internal Rotation

Flexion/Extension
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External/Internal Rotation

Depression/Elevation

Clavicle

Rotation
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Torso
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0

Bending

ROM (Degrees)

ROM During "Brush"

Prosthesis Users n=8

Figure 3.30: Absolute ROM During “Brush”. The Able-Bodied Participants and the Prosthesis
Users are Presented. The Last 3DoFs for Prosthesis users are not Active Joints
Since the left side and the torso were not contributing to the task, Fig. 3.30 shows the
absolute average ROM of the right arm only. Table 3.6 gives the numerical values of the average
max angle, min angle, the absolute average ROM and the corresponding standard deviations for
each. For the sake of completeness the torso is shown as well.
The elbow flexion is the main motion that is used to perform the task and it is used
consistently across subjects. The average ROM is 100.7o ± 45.0o . The sternoclavicular and
shoulder motions also contribute to the task. The interesting aspect here is the high standard
deviation on the shoulder and forearm motions. This implies a different posture among subjects.
Essentially, each subject had positioned the elbow differently, relatively to the torso during the task.
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Table 3.6: ROM Of Able-Bodied Participants During “Brush". The values are in Degrees (n=14)
Anatomical
Joints
Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction

MAX
AVG St.D.
10
7
8
0
18
-19
61
61
85
141
3
5
-6

10
9
9
7
9
9
13
19
15
6
16
8
9

MIN
AVG St.D.
-7
-8
-4
-27
-15
-26
22
15
-9
18
-58
-21
-13

15
11
9
9
15
10
15
12
8
6
15
7
9

ROM
AVG St.D.
17
15
12
24
26
6
34
41
77
101
53
22
10

12
8
6
12
11
3
12
21
38
45
32
12
8

This would allow the substitute some forearm motions with shoulder motions. However, there is a
clear convergence in the kinematic strategy the able-bodied subjects employ to perform the “Brush”
task. Motions of the wrist are used to move the brush once it has reached the head. The torso
remains relatively stationary to maintain the upright posture. In essence, the shoulder complex and
the forearm perform the majority of the task with the wrist making some small adjustments.
The numerical values are shown in table 3.7. As it was mentioned, elbow supination, wrist
flexion/extension and ab/adduction do not exist on transradial amputees. Recorded motion on those
joints is slip of the prosthesis.
The prosthesis users have less total elbow flexion ROM than able-bodied and they are
lacking wrist motions. More interestingly, the standard deviation is lower across all joints that
contribute to the task. Also the motion joint with the highest ROM is the shoulder rotation and
not the elbow flexion. Since the elbow is limited due to the prosthesis, the shoulder is used to
compensate. Prosthesis users will exhaust their elbow flexion and then use the shoulder joint to
compensate and complete the task. The lower standard deviation implies that they do converge on
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a single kinematic strategy due to the lack of DoFs. The literature says that convergence is not
necessary to appear on prosthesis users [15], however, due to the simplicity of the task and the fact
that the participants need to stand upright (torso can not be used as much), there are only so many
ways the “Brush" task can be performed with limited DoFs.
Table 3.7: ROM Of Prosthesis Users During “Brush". The values are in Degrees (n=8)
Anatomical
Joints
Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension
L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

MAX
AVG St.D.
13
-1
5
-14
18
-24
65
77
82
104
37
0
6

7
5
4
10
10
10
11
13
24
36
44
4
5

MIN
AVG St.D.
-1
-6
-2
-35
-19
-35
32
29
-9
23
12
-5
-2

10
4
3
5
12
8
16
13
10
38
35
6
6

ROM
AVG St.D.
14
5
7
21
37
11
33
48
91
81.0
24
5
7

6
3
3
11
13
4
11
13
27
36
17
4
7

Statistical significance was found between the able-bodied ROM and the prosthesis user.
The Pillai’s trace of the MANOVA showed statistical significance of the of the total ROM between
the two categories for p < 0.01. Analyzing the each joint using a series of ANOVAs it was found
that only 4 joints were statistically significant. The significant joints were the lateral torso bending
(F(1, 66) = 36.8, p < 0.01), the torso rotation (F(1, 66) = 19.4, p < 0.01), the sternoclavicular
depression/elevation (F(1, 66) = 13.3, p < 0.01), and finally the sternoclavicular external/internal
rotation (F(1, 66) = 28.6, p < 0.01). However, shoulder external/internal rotation and elbow
flexion/extension were very close to the cut off value of F(1, 66) = 3.9 at p = 0.05 level of
significance, with F(1, 66) = 2.6 and F(1, 66) = 3.5 respectively. While the null hypothesis still
stands, it is quite possible that this is a type II error due to the small dataset for prosthesis users
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rather than random variation. In conclusion, even though a bigger dataset will give more definitive
results, it is safe to say that the ROM during “Brush” is significantly different between able-bodied
individuals and prosthesis users.

3.6.2

Motion Analysis of the “Drink” Task
Of the 43 “Drink” trials the able-bodied participants perform, seven were carried out with

the left hand. A similar process as described in Subsection 3.6.1 is used here to project the left side
joint angles on the right. The prosthesis users performed 23 trials of the task. The total number of
the trials is 67 for all participants. Only the right side that performs the task is shown for clarity.
Fig. 3.31 shows the ROM and the standard deviation of Able-bodied participant and the
prosthesis users during the “Drink” task. Table 3.8 has the numerical values in its last two columns.
ROM During "Drink"

ROM (Degrees)
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Figure 3.31: Absolute ROM During “Drink”. The Able-Bodied Participants and the Prosthesis
Users are Presented. The Last 3DoFs for Prosthesis users are not Active Joints
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Table 3.8: ROM Of Able-bodied Participants During “Drink”. The values are in Degrees (n=14).
Anatomical
Joints
Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction

MAX
AVG St.D.
12
2
4
-3
15
-21
57
64
48
125
-8
-25
9

10
5
5
5
11
9
11
9
17
9
10
9
8

MIN
AVG St.D.
7
-1
0
-9
1
-24
39
23
3
59
-24
-41
-6

9
5
5
5
12
9
13
8
12
29
8
11
11

ROM
AVG St.D.
5
3
3
6
13
3
16
36
42
57
15
15
13

3
2
2
3
7
2
9
20
22
38
9
10
9

The “Drink" task is fairly similar with the “Brush" task. However, since the hand has to
reach the height of the mouth rather than going over the head there is no need to use the full
ROM of a single joint. As a result the joint angles have a smaller ROM during this task. The
elbow flexion/extension uses only 56.5o ± 38.3o . Similarly the shoulder and the wrist utilize less
ROM. Able-bodied individuals will use the sternoclavicular joint, the shoulder, the elbow, and the
wrist to keep the orientation of the cup stationary and move it towards their mouth. The different
joint motions that can produce a similar trajectory are responsible for the standard deviation that is
reported on Fig. 3.31 and table 3.8.
When compared with the “Brush" task from table 3.7, both ROM and standard deviation are
lower for all motions, except shoulder ab/adduction. When compared with the able-bodied subjects
during “Drink” task, the prosthesis users appear to use larger ROM from all the arm motions and
higher standard deviation. In general, prosthesis users perform the “Drink" task by utilizing more
ROM of the remaining joint to compensate for the missing wrist motions.
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Table 3.9: ROM Of Prosthesis Users During“Drink”. The values are in Degrees (n=8).
Anatomical
Joints
Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension
L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

MAX
AVG St.D.
7
-1
6
-14
15
-29
67
87
32
108
24
3
2

MIN
AVG St.D.

7
5
3
10
9
10
10
10
23
15
34
8
6

1
-4
0
-25
-11
-35
38
31
2
31
10
-2
-5

7
3
3
8
9
9
22
11
7
22
33
10
7

ROM
AVG St.D.
7
4
6
11
26
6
28
56
29.
77
14
5
6

2
3
2
3
11
2
14
10
25
34
7
5
8

The MANOVA analysis showed significant difference between the ROM of able-bodied
individuals and prosthesis users at p < 0.01 level of significance. The series of one-way ANOVAs
gave statistical significance for the majority of the joints. More specifically, torso rotation (F(1, 65) =
29.7, p < 0.01), sternoclavicular pro/retraction (F(1, 65) = 37.5, p < 0.01), sternoclavicular depression/elevation (F(1, 65) = 35.0, p < 0.01), sternoclavicular external/internal rotation (F(1, 65) =
30.2, p < 0.01), shoulder ab/addduction (F(1, 65) = 18.5, p < 0.01), shoulder flexion/extension
(F(1, 65) = 20.8, p < 0.01) are statistically significant for the “Drink” task. Torso bending (F(1, 65) =
6.9, p = 0.05), shoulder external/internal rotation (F(1, 65) = 4.8, p = 0.05), and elbow flexion/extension (F(1, 65) = 4.6, p = 0.05) are statisitical significant since F(1, 65) = 4.0 for p = 0.05 level
of significance. Though it is quite expected the shoulder and the elbow to be signifiacntly different,
it is possible that the torso exhibits a type I error and there is no actual statistical importance
between able-bodied and prosthesis users for the torso bending.
It should be mentioned that the torso is relatively stationary for both categories to keep
the upright posture. The ‘Brush’ and the “Drink" tasks do not utilize the torso for compensatory
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motion. As a result those two tasks have only seven joints available and those joints may have
limited ROM due to the prosthesis.

3.6.3

Motion Analysis of the “Eat" Task
The “Eat" task is quite different than the tasks presented so far. During this task the

participants are seated and they simulate cutting food in three pieces (two cuts) using a fork and a
knife, and then bring the fork towards their mouth.
ROM During "Eat"
120

ROM (Degrees)

Torso

100

R.
Clavicle

R.
Shoulder

R.
R.
Forearm Wrist

L.
Clavicle

L.
Shoulder

L.
L.
Forearm Wrist

80
60
40

20
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Lateral Bending
Rotation
Pro/Retraction
Depression/Elevation
External/Internal Rotation
Ab/Adduction
Flexion/Extension
External/Internal Rotation
Flexion/Extension
Pronation/Supination
Flexion/Extension
Ab/Adduction
Pro/Retraction
Depression/Elevation
External/Internal Rotation
Ab/Adduction
Flexion/Extension
External/Internal Rotation
Flexion/Extension
Pronation/Supination
Flexion/Extension
Ab/Adduction

0

Able-bodied n=14

Prosthesis Users n=8

Figure 3.32: Absolute ROM During “Eat”. The Able-Bodied Participants and the Prosthesis Users
are Presented. The Last 3DoFs for Prosthesis users are not Active Joints
There were no instructions on how to hold the utensils or how to perform the cuts. As a
result, all participants performed the tasks differently, and there is no guarantee that their hands
followed similar paths. From a total of 43 trials, in 27 trials the fork was on the left hand, while
in the rest 14, it was on the right. The joint angles of the 16 trials were reversed appropriately to
match the 24 trials that had the fork on the left side. The prosthesis users performed 22 trials and
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the total number of MoCap recordings is 66. The prosthesis users did not receive any additional
instructions. However, understandably, all participants used their prosthesis to hold the fork and
their intact hand to use the knife.
Fig. 3.32 shows the ROM and the standard deviation of the able-bodied participants and
prosthesis users during the “Eat" task. Since this is a bilateral task, both left and right sides are
shown. The last two columns of Table 3.10 and Table 3.11 give the numerical values of the figure.
Table 3.10: ROM Of Able-bodied Participants During “Eat”. The values are in Degrees (n=14).
Anatomical
Joints
Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L Sternoclavicular Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension
L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

MAX
AVG St.D.
-28
6
8
-9
3
-14
74
54
34
119
23
-10
7
-4
-3
-13
78
58
36
87
-12
-10
3
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17
11
19
27
48
10
34
25
41
17
22
13
9
17
33
9
22
12
20
22
20
12
8

MIN
AVG St.D.
-34
0
2
-17
-12
-19
50
25
1
51
-48
-52
-20
-11
-15
-18
57
30
11
52
-49
-51
-20

16
9
19
27
51
11
37
22
41
17
10
10
11
17
33
9
24
13
17
17
13
13
9

ROM
AVG St.D.
7
6
6
6
11
4
21
32
29
48
51
44
25
8
16
6
24
26
30
55
57
39
25

5
4
4
3
7
3
9
10
13
26
26
16
9
4
9
3
12
8
10
25
25
16
11

In Fig. 3.32 and Table 3.10 it is shown a uniform distribution of ROM for able-bodied
participants across all joints without any of them using the maximum range. This was expected
due to the nature of the task which requires relatively complex but not particularly large motions.
The torso remains stationary and subjects assume a sitting position and remain there. The clavicle
DoFs also do not contribute much to the task. The task is performed mainly by the shoulder
motions, the elbow flexion/extension and the elbow pronation/supination. Wrist ab/adduction and
wrist flexion/extension are used for the more finer control of the utensils.
Table 3.11: ROM Of Prosthesis Users During “Eat”. The values are in Degrees (n=8)
Anatomical
Joints
Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extentson
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension
L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

MAX
AVG St.D.

MIN
AVG St.D.

ROM
AVG St.D.

-27
6
8
2
-16
8
97
75
46
100
19
11
16.8
-13
-14
21
92.5
71
43
82
56
0
3

-36
-8
-9
-15
-37
-16
56
30
6
47
-58
-59
-28.2
-24
-57
7
59.1
40
12
48
32
-8
-3

9
14
17
17
21
8
41
46
41
53
76
69
45.0
11
42
14
33.4
31
31
35
25
8
5
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4
6
4
5
12
5
10
16
11
11
19
15
10.4
9
27
13
10.7
11
14
15
41
8
3

4
4
5
8
9
4
20
12
9
13
13
15
6.6
8
31
12
15.0
14
12
14
33
9
6

20
6
6
5
6
3
13
11
10
7
21
16
10.6
5
15
4
9.2
10
12
13
13
9
5

The prosthesis users are more consistent during the “Eat" task. However, they use more of
the ROM of their joints. Since they are missing the left wrist, they need to compensate. Also they
tend to rotate their torso more, meaning the torso takes part in the compensation motion. Indeed,
since the participants are sitting, they do not have to worry about actively maintaining an upright
posture. This allows prosthesis users to utilize their torso. The “Eat" task does not have many
particular constraints (e.g. standing up or keeping the cup always at a certain orientation), as a
result able-bodied tend to benefit from the redundancy of their arms and perform in a variety of
ways. Note that the actual motions are very different among prosthesis users, but their consistent
in utilizing higher portion of their ROM. Also, unlike able-bodied, there is a full body engagement
to perform the task simply because they have fewer DoFs available.
As it was expected, the difference in ROM is statistically significant. The Pillai’s trace
MANOVA showed significance for p < 0.01 and the one-way ANOVAs for each joint showed
only three joints not being significant and two being at the border of the cut off value. The nonsignificant joints were the torso bending (F(1, 64) = 3.9, p > 0.05), the right elbow flexion/extension (F(1, 64) = 0.7, p > 0.4), and the left shoulder external/internal rotation (F(1, 64) = 0.3, p >
0.6). The left sternoclavicular pro/retraction (F(1, 64) = 5.1, p < 0.5), and the left shoulder
flexion/extension (F(1, 64) = 5.5, p < 0.5) are above the cut off value of F(1, 64) = 4.0 at a
confidence interval lower than p = 0.05. As before, the possibility of type II error for torso bending
and type I error for sternoclavicular pro/retraction and shoulder flexion/extension due to the small
number of prosthesis users exists. However, the remaining joints are above the cut off value of F at
p < 0.01 and therefore it is safe to conclude that the “Eat” task is performed significantly different
between the two groups of participants.

3.6.4

Summary
Prosthesis users tend to use more ROM of the remaining joints when compared with able-

bodied. Able-bodied will use more varied strategies to avoid using the maximum ROM of a joint.
Prosthesis users will also do that but they have limited options depending on the task. Both the
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“Brush" and the “Drink" tasks are relatively simple, however, prosthesis users have a limited elbow
flexion ROM and as a result, they will use the shoulder more consistently.
The “Eat" task shows more standard deviation for the able-bodied individuals than the
prosthesis users as well. This behavior has to do with the complexity of the task rather than
limiting the use of a single joint. Able-bodied can perform the cuts with the knife and lift the fork
in many different ways. Prosthesis users will have fewer options to perform the task. An economy
of motions is enforced in order to be able to successfully finish it. Indeed, all prosthesis users held
the fork with the prosthetic device to minimize the required movements and the majority of the
motions were done by the right side.
Statistical significance was not observed for the total ROM between able-bodied participants and the prosthesis users. The only exception were the right sternoclavicular pro/retraction,
right shoulder flexion/extension and the left elbow flexion/extension. This three joints are affected
only by the existence of the prosthesis and its harness. Since the rest of the joints are similar, any
difference that is observed during the tasks is due to the different kinematic strategies the prosthesis
users will use.
All three task were found to be significantly different between the two categories of participants when the Pillai’s trace MANOVA was used to test for significance. Multiple one-way
ANOVAs showed explicitly which joints were affected by the absence of the last three DoFs. The
possibility of type I or type II error exists due to the small number of prosthesis users. However,
unless the DoF under investigation is not very close to the cutt off value of F, like most cases, the
significant different joints can be identified.
In conclusion, prosthesis users will will employ higher ROM on the remaining joints to
compensate for their missing ones. Differences in anthropometrics, ROM, residual limb, and
prosthesis will result in a great variation of motions among prosthesis users. However, if a task
is sufficiently complex, the prosthesis users will tend to perform the task similarly due to the lack
of certain joints and therefore reduced redundancy. Able-bodied individuals, however, have many
different ways to perform the task and therefore will show more variability. As it was discussed in
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Subsection 4.1.3 manipulators are redundant in relation to the task not by the absolute number of
DoF. In the “Eat" task, the hands have to satisfy additional constraints and as a result the prosthesis
users do not have redundancy unlike the able-bodied. When redundancy is available, the kinematic
strategy that is used attempts to distribute the motion evenly without overexerting any joint.
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Chapter 4: Kinematic Modeling of the Human Body

4.1

Creating the Kinematic Human Body Model
Each motion of the human body corresponds to a rotation around an axis for every segment.

As it was mentioned in Section 3.1, if the axes are not aligned, the clinical interpretation is
effectively absent because angles do not correspond to anatomical movements. In the model
that has been described, the right-hand screw rule is followed. Counter-clockwise rotations are
considered positive while clockwise rotations are considered negative. It should be noted that
technically, the robotic model assigns three coordinate frames on each joint. Each frame is rotated
90o making each Z-axis lie on a cardinal axis of the segments coordinate frame (as defined in
Section 3.1). This allows for a body motion to be treated as a sum of hinge motion of a single
robot joint.
Defining the segments of the upper body is only the first step in creating the robot analogue
of the human body. A rigid link chain must be created based on the anthropometrics of each
individual. This will result in a dual manipulator that reflects the human body and behaves
similarly. Once this is done, the simulated motions of the manipulator can translate to motions of
the upper body. This section describes how such a rigid link chain can be constructed using MoCap
or anthropometric measurements. Custom script was written in Matlab (Mathworks, Nattick, MA,
USA) to create the robotic model.

4.1.1

Screw Axis (Twist) Coordinates and the Product of Exponentials
Proposed by Brokett [65] and described by Murray et. al ([66] ch. 2& 3), Selig [67],

Park [68], Park & Lynch [69], and Gabiccini [70], the product of exponentials is a robust process to
describe rigid bodies in three dimensions. This method is based on the screw theory and describes
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every frame in relation to a global coordinate frame, rather than an adjacent one. Of course the set
is not minimal, requiring six parameters to describe a coordinate frame, but there are no restrictions
regarding the position and orientation of each frame.
Let ω ∈ IR3 be a 3x1 unit vector that describes a rotation about a fixed axis and the
magnitude of rotation be described by θ ∈ IR. It is possible to write the rotation matrix R, as a
function of ω and θ . Obviously, the axis ω and the angle θ are the same mathematical entities
the field of biomechanics calls helical angle representation (Subsection 3.1). Other authors call
this notation equivalent angle-axis representation [52, 56]. Regardless of the fragmented naming
convention across fields, the underlying mathematical framework between the biomechanics aspect
and robotics aspect of this work is unified. Without providing the proof here, it is established that
the 3 × 3 rotation matrix can be described as:

b
R(ω, θ ) = eωθ

(4.1)

b
b is the skew symmetric matrix of the 3 × 1 ω unit vector. The matrix eωθ
where ω
is calculated

using the Rodrigues’ formula

b
b sin(θ ) + ω
b 2 (1 − cos(θ ))
eωθ
= I +ω

(4.2)

where I is the identity matrix. Eq. 4.2 is a rotation matrix that describes the twist of a joint.
To define translation, let v ∈ IR3 be a 3x1 vector that describes a point velocity in global XY Z
coordinates. Since all joints are treated as revolute in this work, v is the cross product of the
position of the joint center q and the unit vector ω.

V = q×ω

(4.3)

the vector ω is the instantaneous axis of rotation of the joint. The linear velocity v of a fixed axis
has a bit more abstract definition. Consider a global coordinate frame {0} and an axis {S} in some
arbitrary position. Now consider a particle P that is attached to {S} but it currently coincides with
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the origin of {0}. A unitary rotation ω of {S} will move the particle in a circular motion. However
if the particle was to move in a linear fashion, then it would have a linear velocity Vi which would
be tangent to the circle inscribed by the rotation of {S} with radius equal the distance between {S}
and {0}. See Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Linear Velocity of the Screw Motion. The Tangent Vector of the Circle Inscribed by
the Axis of Rotation is the Linear velocity Component.
With the angular and the linear velocity defined, it is established that the transformation
matrix T , can be calculated using:

T = eξ θ
b



b
b
ωθ
ωθ
T
(I − e )(ω × v) + ωω vθ 
e
=

000
1

(4.4)

Proofs for the above equations can be found in [66–71]. The matrix eξ θ is a transformation
b

matrix that can map any point from a base coordinate frame to some other coordinate frame.
A point g of a coordinate frame Hand can be mapped to any coordinate frame A using eξ θ .
b

This results in:

gA = eξ θ gHand
b
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(4.5)

an efficient way to define gHand is to assume that θ is zero and the frame of the hand is aligned
with the global frame of the pelvis. The rotation becomes the identity matrix and the translational
part is the distance of the point from the origin of the pelvis (base) coordinate frame. This will
yield:

1

0

gPelvis (0) = 
0


0



0 0 Lx 

1 0 Ly 


0 1 Lz 


0 0 1

(4.6)

where L the length along each dimension. Note that the length depends on the position of the point
when all joint angles are considered zero, i.e. whether the arm is fully extended along the X or the
Y -axis, Lx and Ly will change appropriately. More generally, suppose a set of eξn θn frames and a
b

hand frame of a human body gHand (0). The forward kinematics transformaton matrix, which maps
joint angles to the hand’s position, is given by :

g(θ ) = eξ1 θ1 eξ2 θ2 ...eξn θn gHand (0)
b

b

b

(4.7)

all exponentials are with respect to the pelvis (base) frame. The g(θ ) is the standard final transformation matrix from the pelvis to the hand. Eq. 4.7 has the natural property that coordinate
frames (and therefore DoFs) can be apended and removed without causing any problems in the
description of g(θ ). In the context of this work, it means that joints can be adjusted, using the
appropriate series of eξn θn rather than redefining the whole model. The end point gHand (0) needs
b

only change if the length of the prosthesis changes or more DoFs are introduced.
The only thing that remains now is to parametrize Eq. 4.7 in a compact and intuitive manner.
This is done by parametrizing ξ as a 6×1 spatial vector where the first three elements are the linear
velocity v of a frame in global coordinates, and the last three elements are the angular velocity ω
in global coordinates. Position is dictated by the instantaneous joint angles when Eq. 4.7 is used.
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 vi  −ωi × qi  qi × ωi 
ξi =   = 
=

ωi
ωi
ωi

(4.8)

According to Eq 4.8, for every segment i only the position q and the angular velocity ω in
global coordinates are required to describe it. Therefore, the whole robot can be parametrized by
using a number of 6 × 1 vectors. This description allows for joints to be defined without having to
abide to any kind of constraints. It also allows for a more geometrically intuitive description since
only the global coordinate frame needs to be taken into consideration, ignoring, at this stage, any
previous frames on the kinematic chain.
Fig. 4.2 shows the kinematic chain of the exponential human body model using the product
of exponentials with the corresponding anatomical motions. No additional joint angle offset or
base rotation was required to create the model. The zero angle position was assumed to be the
T-pose because that was the default position during MoCap. This resulted in a model that can
import the raw joint angles that were calculated from the MoCap recordings and display them
accurately. Obviously, any set of joint angles that are calculated by control algorithms have a direct
interpretation on each participant. The joint centers are the same that were defined in Section 3.1
and no alteration of their representation is required. This allows for a geometrically accurate, and
therefore clinically meaningful, description of the human body. In adition, the model is now easily
adjustable to reflect any kind of amputation as well as other musculoskeletal anomalies such as
paralysis of the lower back. In this work the focus is only on prosthesis users, but the mathematical
description of the human body that is proposed in this section can be extended beyond the scope
of this work. Proofs and additional informations for the above equations can be found in [66–71].
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Figure 4.2: The Exponential Human Body Model. Using the Product of Exponentials the Robotic Model with the Corresponding
Anatomical Motions is Shown. Out of the Page Axes are Denoted as oop. Into the Page Axes are Denoted as itp. The X-axis is Colored
Red, the Y-axis is Colored Green, and the Z-axis is Colored Blue.
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4.1.2

The Manipulator Jacobian
The manipulator Jacobian can also be parameterized using ξ and the transformation matrix

eξn θn . Before the formal definition, a 6 × 6 adjoint transformation matrix that is crucial for the
b

creation of the Jacobian is defined as:

b
ωθ
e
Ad g = 
0


b
pbeωθ
b
eωθ

(4.9)




where pb is the skew symmetric of the position vector from eξn θn . Keep in mind that eξn θn is the
b

b

rotation matrix R. The first two 3 × 3 blocs of Eq. 4.9 resolve for the rotational component of the
joint and the last 3 × 3 bloc resolves the linear component. The inverse adjoint is defined as:


b T
b T
ωθ
ωθ
(e ) (−e ) pb
Adinvg = 

b T
0
(eωθ
)

(4.10)

The spatial manipulator Jacobian is calculated using:

J s (θ ) = [ξ1 , ξ20 , ξ30 , ..., ξn0 ]

(4.11)

ξi0 = Ad g1 Ad g2 ...Ad gi−1 ξi

(4.12)

clearly, there is no direct differentiation taking place making Eq. 4.11 computationally efficient.
The Jacobian in terms of twist holds globally and avoids local parameterization that can potentially
interfere with its geometric meaning. Note that the spatial Jacobian is not the classical Jacobian
in the pelvis frame that maps the hand velocity to the joints. This matrix entity gives the spatial
velocity of an abstract particle that is considered to be rigidly attached to thehand but is currently
coincides with the pelvis coordinate frame. This is a natural consequence of how the spatial linear
velocity was defined in Subsection 4.1.1. To extract the classical pelvis Jacobian a simple linear
transformation needs to be applied [69, 72]:
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b
 I3x3 −Pe f f  s
J pelvis = 
 J (θ )
03x3 I3x3

(4.13)

with Pbe f f is the skew symmetric matrix with the current hand position in global coordinates. Note
that since Eq. 4.13 is a linear transformation, the rank and all other properties of the spatial Jacobian
are transferred to the pelvis Jacobian.
Now the kinematic chain that describes the human body and its Jacobian matrices have been
established in a robust and streamlined way for an arbitary number of DoFs. Despite the initially
more complicated mathematics, the product of exponentials allows for a streamlined description
of the kinematic properties without increasing in complexity with the number of DoFs [66–71].

4.1.3

Inverse Kinematics of Redundant Joint Manipulator
When there are more joints, or degrees of freedom (DoFs), than the task requires, then

the manipulator is considered redundant. Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as a redundant
manipulator, only tasks which require less DoFs than available. For example a planar manipulator
with three DoFs is redundant when it performs a task along the X and Y -axes since it requires only
two DoFs, but it will be deficient for a task that requires motion along the Z-axis. However, since
a general task requires only a certain end-effector position and orientation, six DoFs are required
in most cases. As such, any manipulator with seven DoFs or more is considered redundant, having
infinite configurations and no closed form solutions. The benefit of redundant joints is that they
allow for a more dexterous performance while satisfying additional constraints.
The inverse kinematics problem for redundant joints becomes easier to solve on the velocity
level using the Jacobian matrix. Indeed, starting from a known configuration, for a joint velocity
vector q̇, the Jacobian matrix J can find the Cartesian velocity vector Ġ (forward kinematics
problem on the velocity level).
J q̇ = Ġ
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(4.14)

if J is non singular, for an unknown q̇, an inverse J + exists, and therefore the the joint velocities
can be calculated using:

q̇ = J + Ġ

(4.15)

the matrix J + is called the Moore-Penrose, or "pseudoinverse" matrix denoted is unique. However,
its existence is not guaranteed. There can be an infinite number of generalized inverses J − that
may have only certain properties of the J + . Obviously, depending on the J − selected, Eq 4.15
can have a different mapping from Ġ to q̇. Thus, selecting the most appropriate solution from the
infinite pool of potential mappings is important to control the manipulator in a desirable way.
The appropriate definition J − is the focus of this work to resolve for the inverse kinematics
of the human upper body. Since J + can be calculated as:

−1

J + = J T (JJ T )

(4.16)

Eq. 4.15 is also known as the least norm solution (LN) and it will map the Cartesian velocities Ġ
to the joint velocities q̇ by moving each joint the least amount possible. The practical meaning is
that the motion will be evenly distributed among all the joints, ensuring that every DoF moves the
least amount possible.
Regarding human motion, Eq. 4.15 will not make any distinction between joints. However,
smaller movements on proximal joints (torso, shoulder) will contribute more to the hands/prosthesis position. As a result, the LN solution is inherently biased in moving the proximal joints more
than the distal ones. This will result in a motion that is not human-like. It has already been reported
that larger torso movement result when LN is used for able-bodied individuals [2]. In this work
those results are validated and data on prosthesis users are presented to give a more comprehensive
report on human motion when LN is used.
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4.1.4

The Weighted Inverse Jacobian Method
From the previous discussion it should be clear that simply inverting the Jacobian will not

generate a diffeomorphism that will necessarily function in a useful way. The inverse Jacobian
needs to be adjusted in a manner that will produce human-like motion.
From Eq. 4.14, assume a joint velocity vector q̇, a Jacobian J, and a cartesian velocity
vector Ġ, the Euclidean norm kẊ − J q̇k needs to be minimized [73] in a way that it will be a least
norm solution that is adjusted in a weighted manner. More precisely [73, 74]:

2

T

kĠ − J q̇kW = (Ġ − J q̇) W (Ġ − J q̇)

(4.17)

2
kq̇kW
= q̇T W q̇

(4.18)

which is equivalent to:

where W is a positive definitive matrix. From Eq. 4.17 and Eq. 4.18 the following transformations
can be introduced:

JW = JW 1/2

and q̇W = W −1/2 q̇

(4.19)

in order to:
JW 1/2W −1/2 q̇ = Ġ =⇒ J q̇ = Ġ

(4.20)

therefore Eq. 4.14 can be rewritten:

JW q̇W = Ġ =⇒ JW 1/2W −1/2 q̇ = Ġ
defining W to be a diagonal matrix so as W T = W ,
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(4.21)


w
0 0
 1

 0 w2 0


W =
 0 0 w3


 ... ... ...

0 0 0
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...
...
...

0





0


0



... 

wi

(4.22)

solving for q̇, using the definition of the generalized inverse from Eq. 4.16, and using the property
(JW )T = W T J T , it can be proven that [73]:

T
T −1
q̇W = JW
(JW JW
) Ġ =⇒
T

W −1/2 q̇ = (JW 1/2 ) ((JW 1/2 (JW 1/2 )T )−1 Ġ =⇒
(4.23)
W −1/2 q̇ = W 1/2 J T (JW J T )−1 Ġ =⇒
q̇ = W J T (JW J T )−1 Ġ

q̇ = W J T (JW J T )−1 Ġ

(4.24)

depending on the values of diagonal matrix W , a weighted diffeomorphism can be constructed
using the appropriate criteria. Note that W does not necessarily have to be a diagonal matrix [75,
76] and it can be decomposed to more matrices with different weights. However, there is no
particular benefit for the scope of this work to search for more complicated forms of W . Also note
that if W is an identity matrix then the diffeomorphism is the LN solution.
Depending on each value of the diagonal matrix W , the corresponding joint will have a
different mobility than the rest of the DoFs. This will adjust the posture of the manipulator while
keeping the end-effector on the desired path. The result will be a mapping that satisfies a subtask
depending on the weight in a least norm manner. This method is also known as the weighted least
norm solution [77].
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Redundant manipulators are able to move the extra joints without producing end-effector
motion in any direction. This is called the self-motion of the manipulator and is defined in the
null space of the generalized inverse of the Jacobian J + . Self-motion is what makes redundant
manipulators appealing. If handled properly, self-motion will allow for a completion of a path Ġ
while satisfying additional subtasks. After Whitney, Liegeois [78] proposed a different solution to
the inverse kinematics problem which states:
q̇ = J + Ġ + (I − J + J)ξ˙

(4.25)

where I is the identity matrix and ξ˙ is the vector that defines the subtask. Though Liegeois used
the Moore-Penrose inverse. Eq. 4.25 finds the general solution and adds a particular solution to it.
In order to ensure that ξ˙ does not interfere with the task Ġ, it is projected onto the null space. The
null space is a linear mapping Null(J) : Ġ ⇒ ξ˙ that sets all elements of Ġ to 0. Obviously, the null
space (or kernel) of the Jacobian will not produce any end-effector motion. Equivalently, a linear
mapping Rank(J) : Ġ ⇒ ξ˙ that will return a non-zero vector (producing end-effector motion) is
called the rank space (or span) of the Jacobian.
The null space and the rank space are orthogonal to each other ([79], ch.1.3, p. 13). Due
to the orthogonality, it is possible to separate the subspaces. The term (I − J + J) of Eq. 4.25 does
this separation by projecting ξ˙ onto the null space, so any motion dictated by ξ˙ results in selfmotion independently of the end-effector motion. If (J + J) = I the null space does not exist (for
the specific pose of the robot) and there is no self-motion. The difference between Eq. 4.24 and
Eq. 4.25 is that the self-motion cannot be independent from the end-effector motion because the
+
subspaces are not treated separately. Indeed, (I − JW
JW ) is always zero because W will force

a linear independence between the rows of J regardless of redundancy. The result is that there
is no weighted null space and therefore no independent self-motion. Note that self-motion can
still appear during a singularity or if W is identity or close to identity, i.e. it does not enforce
linear independence on the system. When W is well defined, Eq. 4.24 will inherently satisfy the
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additional subtask constraints dictated, continuously and not only when the subtask is about to be
violated [77]. As a result, Eq. 4.24 will affect the robot behavior as a whole, avoiding exaggerated
motions. In this work it is desirable for an overarching pattern to govern self-motion rather than
avoiding certain criteria right before they are violated. As such, Eq. 4.24 will be the foundation.

4.2

Inverse Kinematics of the Human Body
From Subsection 4.1.4 it is apparent that depending on the values of the weighting matrix

W the diffeomorphism will change appropriately giving different mappings between Cartesian
and joint velocities. The problem, now, becomes a question of what kind of criteria will adjust
the values of W . In this section, the criteria that are used are being presented and discussed.
Also the appropriate method to combine the weights from different criteria will also be presented.
Generally, the values of W need to be in the range of (0,1], with zero implying no motion of joint
while the value of one will not pose any restriction on joint. As it was already mentioned, this
practically means that for W = 1 Eq. 4.23 will be the least norm solution while for W = 0 the
manipulator’s joints will be locked in place leading to a singular solution for any path.

4.2.1

Optimized Weights Using Motion Capture Recordings
The most straight-forward approach that was used by Lura [2], is to use motion capture

(MoCap) data to optimize a weighting matrix W using a cost function. The function that needs to
be minimized is:
n

Cost = ∑ (θIK(i) − θMoCap(i) )2

(4.26)

i=1

where i is the number of degree of freedom (DoF), θMoCap(i) is the joint angle recorded from
MoCap, and θIK(i) is the joint angle calculated by Eq. 4.24. The cost function 4.26 is a constrained optimization sequential quadratic problem (SQP) of a Langragian function (Eq. 4.24 in
this case) that needs to be minimized. The method that was used was the ’active-set’ [80]. During
this optimization algorithm only a number of constraints is considered (i.e is the active set) for
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minimization. As the algorithm searches for a global minimum, the active set is revised and
updated. Essentially, this algorithm is relatively fast, and it can potentially disregard constraints
that might lead to a divergent solution, assuming the dataset is relatively convergent. A more
detailed overview of the method can be found in [80], and the optimization algorithm is fully
implemented in Matlab in the function ’fmincon’ under the ’active-set’ option and therefore there
was no reason to recreate the algorithm from scratch.
From Eq. 4.26 it is obvious that depending on the MoCap tasks, the set of weights, W , will
change. If all MoCap trials were used, the optimization function will give a set of weights that will
be appropriate for all tasks but may not give the best possible performance. Conversely, if MoCap
recordings of a specific task are used, the resulting WTask should, in theory, be more appropriate for
this task but not for any other task. In this work a set of weights for specific for each task is used
along with weight sets that incorporate more tasks. This was done to evaluate how introducing
more tasks in the optimization data set affects the weights.
This method was used for able-bodied participants and was proven to be robust enough to
generalize across multiple subjects and tasks. This work validates the previous results for ablebodid individuals [2] as well as examines left transradial prosthesis users.

4.2.2

Task Velocity-Based Weights
The idea of applying weights on the kinematic chain is to create a joint priority for each

task. Another way that it can be done is to penalize each joint based on the average velocity it
exhibits throughout the task. If a joint is more mobile than another, then it should have a higher
absolute average velocity and therefore it should be prioritized. To calculate the velocity based
weights WVel , Eq. 4.27 is used:

wi =

θ̇avg i

(4.27)

θ̇avg max

where θ̇avg i is the average joint velocity, and θ̇avg imax is the joint with the maximum joint velocity
during that iteration of the task. To find the θ̇avg i the absolute instantaneous joint velocity is
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averaged for each trial. The average joint velocity shows how mobile each joint i is during the
task, as shown in Eq. 4.28,
n

∑ θ̇i j

θ̇avg i =

j=1

n

(4.28)

where θi j is the joint angle i at time j , and n is the number of total frames of one trial of one
subject. In general, a joint with higher velocity will be penalized less regardless of the actual ROM
that it is using.
The joint velocities are normalized based on the highest joint velocity for the trial and that
creates the wi . Weights from different trials for the same task are averaged to find a single value
for each joint. This will result to a single factor wi that will allow the joint to move based on the
average velocity that it has during the task across subjects. The resulting elements have weight
values from [0, 1]. A value of zero will stop the joint from moving, while a value of one allows for
unconstrained motion.
A small number of subjects is required for sufficient accuracy, as long as they exhibit the
same motion profile. All subjects were used (14 able-bodied individuals and 8 prosthesis users) to
create the corresponding weight sets. In essence, as long as the joint velocity profile is the same
for a task, the calculated W will give reasonable simulated results for different individuals.

4.2.3

Weights for Joint Limits Avoidance
The joints of the human body do not have infinite range of motion (ROM), with shoulder

rotation being the largest (see Fig. 3.29, and Table 3.4). However, this does not restrict the hand
to perform many complicated tasks with great agility. Indeed, due to the high number of DoFs,
the human body can use a combination of joints to complement each motion. As a result, it is
very uncommon for a task to require only one joint to be used. Since the ROM of each joint will
dictate, to an extent, the posture, it is logical to investigate the effect of joint limits during motion
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optimization. The criterion to avoid the joint limits was proposed in [77]. The proposed equation
is:
1
(θimax − θimin )2
H(θ(i) ) =
4 (θimax − θi )(θi − θimin )

(4.29)

based on the proximity of current joint angle to either highest or lowest limit, Eq. 4.29 will take a
value that can act as a weighting factor. Since this project is utilizing velocity control the derivative
of H will be used. The derivative is given by Eq. 4.30.
∂ H (θimax − θimin )2 (2θi − θimax − θimin )
=
∂ θi
4(θimax − θi )2 (θi − θimin )2

(4.30)

While Eq. 4.30 does have a desirable behavior, its range is incompatible with the weights
in matrix W that was defined to have a range [0,1]. More specifically, the value of Eq. 4.30 tends
towards infinity if the joint is at its limit and it is zero when the joint is in the middle of its ROM.
To redefine the range from [0,∞) to [0,1] and reverse the slope of the function, the transformation
described by Eq. 4.31 is used. The results of Eq. 4.29 are now redefined between [0,1] and have
the same meaning as the ones defined in Subsection 4.2.1 (i.e a value zero will lock the joint in
place while a value of one will allow maximum mobility).
1

WJLA =
1+

∂H
∂ θi

(4.31)

The weights for joint limit avoidance (JLA) will penalize each joint based on how close it
currently is to its limit. The WJLA will give a least norm solution that will respect the joint limits.
The weights WJLA can also be combined with the static weights from Subsection 4.2.1 through a
simple multiplication as in Eq. 4.32

Wcomb = Wst ∗WJLA
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(4.32)

to ensure that both weights have the same impact. It can be argued that adding the weights will be
a more flexible way because it will allow to adjust the impact of each criterion. However, it would
require some additional numeric manipulation to ensure that the weight values do not go beyond
the value of 1.
Eq. 4.32 will provide a weighting factor that will combine the predisposition of the human
body towards certain joints and the ROM of each joint. An important aspect of the combined
method is that it allows for a degree of scalability and personalization for clinical practice.

4.3

Error Analysis
The elements that are of interest are the joint angles that the simulation creates. The

calculated joint angles are compared with the recorded joint angles from MoCap using the root
mean square (RMS) error. For the sake of completeness, the RMS error formula is given in
Eq. 4.33.
r
RMS Error =

∑n1 (θMoCapi − θIKi )2
n

(4.33)

where θMoCapi is the recorded joint angle of the DoF i, θIKi is the calculated joint angle value and
n is the length of the trial. Depending on the task, not all joints need to be accounted for the RMS
error. For example, the “Brush” and the “Drink” task use only one arm, therefore only the side that
is used needs to be considered. The “Eat” task however, uses both arms. As a result all DoFs are
used to calculate the RMS error.
Different joints have different ROM and as result the same value of RMS error will have a
different practical meaning. A joint which has more than 100o ROM can be simulated accurately
with a 5o RMS error while a joint of about 40o cannot. To contextualize the error, the average
RMS error of each joint will be divided with its respective average ROM from all participants of
the same category (Table 3.4 and Table 3.5). The resulting value will be a normalized RMS error
which will be a percentage of error with respect to the maximum ROM and therefore it can be
assessed if a joint is simulated with the same level of accuracy as the rest.
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A paired t-test( [63], chapter 19) will be performed between the RMS error values (not
the normalized values) between different methods. This will be done to examine if there is
statistically significant difference between each method. Since the algorithms vary in complexity,
it is important to understand if that complexity provides depth to the simulation or simpler and
more intuitive methods are equally accurate.
Certain intricacies need to be considered when the error is assessed. Firstly, all joints are
part of a chain. This means that the error propagates. In essence, small errors in a proximal joint
(e.g. the torso), will lead to larger error in the distal ones such as the elbow and the wrist. This
is because smaller motions near the base of the manipulator will displace the end-effector more
and the distal joints need to move more to compensate. Another aspect is how human-like the
motion looks when it’s being animated. A set of joint angles that has unrealistic positions of one
joint is worse than a set of motions that has a uniform distribution of the RMS error even if the
average error is the same in both cases. Finally, it should be noted that the presented algorithms
will attempt to recreate the MoCap recordings, however, it still needs to be considered how those
recording generalize across subjects. This is more important for tasks that there are more than one
correct way to perform them (e.g. the “Eat” task). In those cases, the desirable motion profile
should be chosen, possibly by a clinician and the prosthesis user, before attempting to personalize
the joint angles. While numerical accuracy is the most important factor to assess the performance
of the methods, it is important to take into account how useful each method is in a practical context.
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Chapter 5: Simulation Results

In this chapter the results of the completed algorithms are presented. The physical meaning
of the numerical values of the weights is explained as well as the motions that they can encapsulate.
The calculated joint angles are compared with the recorded ones from MoCap to give an insight
of the performance of each algorithm. This chapter aims not only to present the best possible
algorithm for the inverse kinematics of the human body, but to also discuss why certain algorithms
perform better under a certain context and how this can be practically useful.

5.1

Results of the Weight Values
The static weights that were calculated from the methods presented in Section 4.2 are

shown here. Those values will create a diagonal matrix W that will be used to calculate the joint
angles. Understanding their physical meaning can help in selecting the appropriate tasks and the
conditions that the simulation needs to satisfy.

5.1.1

Optimized Weights
Table 5.1 shows all the static weights for able-bodied individuals and Table 5.2 has the

static weights for the prosthesis users. Note that only five out of the fourteen able-bodied subjects
were used for the able-bodied weight sets, and only six out of the eight prosthesis users were used
for the prosthesis user weight sets.
Two sets of weights were calculated for the three tasks. The first set, WTask , separated
the tasks and created a different for each one. This is approach will create weights that are more
accurate for each specific task. The second set of static weights WBrDrEt incorporates MoCap data
from all tasks to create a single set of weights.
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Table 5.1: The Static Optimized Weights of Able-Bodied. The Sets for the Different Tasks and the
Combined Set are Presented (n=14).
Anatomical
Joint

Brush
WTask

Drink
WTask

Eat
WTask

Br+Dr+Et
WTask

Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension
L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

0.03
0.78
0.03
0.09
0.64
0.03
0.03
0.42
0.95
0.97
0.69
0.97
0.11
0.03
0.42
0.03
0.81
0.06
0.97
0.97
0.16
0.78
0.03

0.03
0.00
0.03
0.03
0.73
0.73
0.00
0.97
0.52
0.27
0.48
0.48
0.76
0.14
0.27
0.24
0.73
0.97
0.52
0.97
0.76
0.28
0.52

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.31
0.04
0.37
0.62
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.83
0.96
0.17
0.17
0.04
0.56
0.96
0.63
0.96
0.96
0.76
0.79

0.04
0.66
0.04
0.13
0.43
0.04
0.04
0.64
0.71
0.96
0.87
0.96
0.15
0.04
0.27
0.04
0.75
0.28
0.96
0.96
0.27
0.50
0.04

Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show the calculated weights from all methods. Both sides have
been assigned weights, even for the unilateral tasks, for the sake of consistency. However, only the
sides that perform the task will be further analyzed. Keep in mind that values close to one (1) have
the physical meaning of high mobility while values near zero (0) mean the the joint is less likely to
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Table 5.2: The Static Optimized Weights of Prosthesis Users. The Sets for the Different Tasks and
the Combined Set are Presented (n=8).
Anatomical
Joint

Brush
WOPT

Drink
WOPT

Eat
WOPT

Br+Dr+Et
WOPT

Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension

0.07
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.98
0.00
0.07
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.07
0.02
0.94
0.99

0.50
0.00
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.10
0.76
0.50
1.00

0.10
0.19
0.61
0.40
0.10
0.06
0.41
0.77
0.28
0.94
0.77
0.90
0.55
0.19
0.68
0.19
0.65
0.61
0.94
0.70

0.08
0.36
0.35
0.31
0.02
0.22
0.23
0.67
0.36
0.65
0.85
0.54
0.40
0.27
0.49
0.18
0.61
0.40
0.65
0.63
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move. By looking at those values, it is possible to assess which joints are used more during each
task.
Table 5.1 shows the weight distribution for able-bodied individuals. This distribution
essentially shows the joint priority during a task. When the tasks are combined, the weighting
factors produced in most cases, tend to look like the average between the task specific weights.
This is expected since the optimization algorithm (Eq. 4.26) attempts to find a solution that can
satisfy both tasks with the least possible error.

Weight Value

Clavicle

Torso

1

Shoulder

Forearm

Wrist

Flexion/Extension

1.2

Flexion/Extension

Optimized Weights Comparison for the
"Brush" Task
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2
Ab/Adduction

Pronation/Supination

External/Internal
Rotation

Flexion/Extension

Ab/Adduction

External/Internal
Rotation

Depression/Elevation

Pro/Retraction

Rotation

Lateral Bending

Bending

0

Anatomical Motions
Able-Bodied n=14

Prosthesis Users n=8

Figure 5.1: Comparison of the Optimized Weights of the “Brush” Task. Only the Right Side of the
Able-bodied participants and Left Side of the Prosthesis Users is Shown.
Table 5.2 shows the weight distribution for the left transradial prosthesis users. By contrasting the able-bodied weights with the prosthesis users ones, the differences between the kinematic
strategies of the two categories. More specifically, able-bodied individuals seem to have a relatively
uniform distribution of motion. Prosthesis users however, seem to use certain joints more while
not using some others at all.
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Fig. 5.1, Fig. 5.2, and Fig. 5.3 are bar graphs comparing the weights between able-bodied
individuals and prosthesis users. For the “Brush” and the “Drink” tasks the able-bodied participants
used their right hand, and the prosthesis users used their left hand. To be able to compare them,
only the participating side is shown. The “Eat” task is a bilateral task and therefore, both sides are
shown. Also the last three DoFs are not missing on the prosthesis users. Note that the last three
DoFs do not exist on for the prosthesis users and therefore there is no associated weight value.

Optimized Weights Comparison For the
"Drink" Task
1.2

Weight Value

1

Clavicle

Torso

Shoulder

Forearm

Wrist

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Ab/Adduction

Flexion/Extension

Pronation/Supination

Flexion/Extension

External/Internal
Rotation

Flexion/Extension

Ab/Adduction

External/Internal
Rotation

Depression/Elevation

Pro/Retraction

Rotation

Lateral Bending

Bending

0

Anatomical Motions
Able-Bodied n=14

Prosthesis Users n=8

Figure 5.2: Comparison of the Optimized Weights of the “Drink” Task. Only the Right Side of the
Able-bodied participants and Left Side of the Prosthesis Users is Shown.
In general, the prosthesis users tend to have weight values closer to one on their remaining
joints. This is because the motion is distributed between fewer joints. The “Brush” task for
prosthesis users shows some unusually high mobility on the torso rotation. However, the increased
mobility on the shoulder and the sternoclavicular joint were expected because the last three joints
are missing. Similarly, the “Drink” tasks has unexpected higher mobility on the torso bending,
while the increased sternoclavicular retraction and shoulder ab/adduction were expected. In Fig 5.3
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1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Torso

R.
Clavicle

R.
Shoulder
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Forearm Wrist

L.
Clavicle

L.
Shoulder

L.
L.
Forearm Wrist

Bending
Lateral Bending
Rotation
Pro/Retraction
Depression/Elevation
External/Internal Rotation
Ab/Adduction
Flexion/Extension
External/Internal Rotation
Flexion/Extension
Pronation/Supination
Flexion/Extension
Ab/Adduction
Pro/Retraction
Depression/Elevation
External/Internal Rotation
Ab/Adduction
Flexion/Extension
External/Internal Rotation
Flexion/Extension
Pronation/Supination
Flexion/Extension
Ab/Adduction

Weight Value

Optimized Weights Comparison For the
"Eat" Task

Anatomical Motions
Able-Bodied n=14

Prosthesis Users n=8

Figure 5.3: Comparison of the Optimized Weights of the “Eat” Task. Both Sides of the Ablebodied participants and the Prosthesis Users are Shown.
where the weights of the “Eat” task are shown the torso rotation for prosthesis users is also
increased. It can also be seen that the elbow pronation/supination, wrist flexion/extension, and
wrist ab/adduction on the left side for the able-bodied individuals are very mobile joints. At the
same time, since those joints are missing on the prosthesis users, the sternoclavicular joint and the
left shoulder rotation are less restricted.
According to the results, the optimization method can have one of the torso joints be more
mobile than one might expect. This is because the optimization algorithm attempts to minimize
the error of all the joints with little regard about the physical meaning. As such it is possible that
increasing the mobility on a single joint will cause the rest of the joints to produce lower error.
Technically speaking, the weights are not optimized based on the actual mobility they show but
rather on the impact they have on the cost function (Eq. 4.26) and therefore irregularities might
appear. As a result, the insight they can give to the kinematic strategy for a task is limited.
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5.1.2

Velocity-Based Weights
The velocity-based weights based are created by normalizing the absolute total velocity of

each joint with respect to the joint with the highest absolute total velocity. All subjects were used
to average the absolute total velocity for both categories.
Table 5.3: The Static Velocity Based Weights of Able-Bodied. The Sets for the Different Tasks are
Presented (n=14).
Anatomical
Joint

Brush
WV EL

Drink
WV EL

Eat
WV EL

Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension
L Elbow Pronation/Supination
L Wrist Flexion/Extension
L Wrist Ab/Adduction

0.16
0.18
0.16
0.24
0.31
0.09
0.44
0.51
0.90
.00
0.58
0.79
0.39
0.14
0.26
0.10
0.18
0.19
0.33
0.31
0.22
0.18
0.10

0.11
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.26
0.08
0.30
0.63
0.78
1.00
0.38
0.41
0.34
0.08
0.19
0.10
0.12
0.18
0.16
0.21
0.17
0.10
0.07

0.12
0.18
0.14
0.12
0.20
0.08
0.39
0.61
0.56
0.88
1.00
0.95
0.54
0.15
0.26
0.11
0.41
0.49
0.49
0.77
0.91
0.78
0.50

The velocity-based weights are shown in Table 5.3 for able-bodied individuals and Table 5.4. Unlike the optimized weights from Subsection 5.1.1 the process to calculated those
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weights is tied more intuitively to the physical motion. As such it is very easy to assess the values
and understand which motions are allowed. As it can be seen from Table 5.3, the torso is less
mobile and the motions is relatively evenly distributed along the arms’ joints. Table 5.4, shows
that prosthesis users tend to have the majority of their motions on a couple of joints while the rest
of the body is more stationary.
The mobility of each the joints across subjects for each trial (before they were averaged)
was tested for statistical significance between able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users. Unlike
the ROM comparison that was discussed in Section 3.6 the velocity-based weights will show how
frequent a joint is utilized regardless if it is extending significantly more.
There was no particular reason to combine the WV EL sets because that will interfere with
the joints’ velocity during each task. In fact, small variation in joint velocities will impact this
method a lot more than the weight optimization method. As a result, only task-based weights were
used to simulate motion. This is not a limitation of the method because it is easier to identify
similar motions and maintain a weight set that satisfy a specific task.
The velocity-based weights are essentially a percentage of mobility throughout the task.
The most mobile joint has a weight of one which denotes 100% mobility and the remaining
joints are assigned weights relative to that one. Fig. 5.4 shows the weights for both able-bodied
individuals and prosthesis users. As in the previous section, only the participating sides are
compared. What is immediately apparent is that, for prosthesis users, the velocities of the joints of
the torso are a smaller percentage of the most mobile joint
The velocity-based weights for the “Brush” task were statistically significant when the
Pillai’s trace MANOVA was used. A series of one-way ANOVAs showed that the statistically
significant joints were the lateral torso bending (F(1, 66) = 26.8, p < 0.01), the torso rotation
(F(1, 66) = 15.0, p < 0.01), sternoclavicular depression (F(1, 66) = 8.0, p < 0.01) , sternoclavicular rotation (F(1, 66) = 15.2, p < 0.01), shoulder rotation (F(1, 66) = 8.4, p < 0.01), and
elbow flexion (F(1, 66) = 12.8, p < 0.01). Shoulder flexion (F(1, 66) = 3.7, p > 0.05)was not
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Table 5.4: The Static Velocity Based Weights of Prosthesis Users. The Sets for the Different Tasks
and the Combined Set are Presented (n=8).
Anatomical
Joint

Brush
WV EL

Drink
WV EL

Eat
WV EL

Torso Bending
Lateral Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R SC Pro/Retraction
R SC Depression/Elevation
R SC External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow Flexion/Extension
R Elbow Pronation/Supination
R Wrist Flexion/Extension
R Wrist Ab/Adduction
L SC Pro/Retraction
L SC Depression/Elevation
L SC External/Internal Rotation
L Shoulder Ab/Adduction
L Shoulder Flexion/Extension
L Shoulder External/Internal Rotation
L Elbow Flexion/Extension

0.14
0.07
0.08
0.10
0.09
0.04
0.09
0.15
0.13
0.16
0.19
0.13
0.06
0.22
0.41
0.12
0.42
0.50
1.00
0.79

0.09
0.06
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.07
0.02
0.02
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0.27
0.11
0.32
0.30
0.29
0.32

statistically significant because the cut off value is F(1, 66) = 4.0 at p = 0.05. However, it is
unlikely that this is a type II error because of the actual weight value that is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Considering that the last three DoFs are missing, it means that the majority of the movement
is concentrated on the sternoclavicular and the shoulder joints when people with prostheses try to
perform the task. While people who are able-bodied tend to perform the task by having a relatively
even distribution of motion along their arm, the prosthesis users will be forced to use the remaining
joints more.
Fig. 5.5 shows the weights for the “Drink” task and tells a similar story as Fig. 5.5. The
lower mobility on the torso implies that the velocity on the remaining joints of the arm are higher
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Velocity-Based Weights Comparison for the
"Brush" Task
Weight Value
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the Velocity-Based Weights of the “Brush” Task. Only the Right Side
of the Able-bodied Participants and Left Side of the Prosthesis Users is Shown.
for prosthesis users. However, both categories of subjects apear to be very similar. This is due to
the fact the missing DoFs are not particularly crucial for the “Drink” task. Indeed the last three
DoFs for the able-bodied individuals are below 0.5 which means their contribution is small. As a
result, for this specific task, the absence of those DoFs does not impact the kinematic strategy as
much, and therefore the velocity redistribution is not particularly different between categories of
participants.
Statistical significance was tested for the “Drink” task as well. The MANOVA showed
that the weights are significant, and the one-way ANOVAs show explicitly the differences. Interestingly, only the sternoclavicular pro/retraction (F(1, 65) = 16.9, p < 0.01), the shoulder ab/adduction (F(1, 65) = 12.2, p < 0.01), and shoulder external/internal rotation (F(1, 65) = 12.9, p <
0.01) are significant at p < 0.01,while sternoclavicular depression/elevation (F(1, 65) = 5.2, p <
0.05), and shoulder flexion/extension (F(1, 65) = 6.0, p < 0.05) were significant at p = 0.05
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Velocity-Based Weights Comparison for the
"Drink" Task
Weight Value
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the Velocity-Based Weights of the “Drink” Task. Only the Right Side
of the Able-bodied participants and Left Side of the Prosthesis Users is Shown.
confidence interval. This shows that the existence of a prosthesis will significantly impact the
mobility of the remaining joints even if the task is very simple and doesn’t require any intricate
motions.
Fig. 5.6 shows the weights for the “Eat” task. This is a bilateral tasks and therefore, both
sides are shown. This figure shows more clearly how the remaining joints will be affected if the
tasks requires the missing DoFs. The elbow pronation, wrist flexion, and wrist ab/adduction are
heavily utilized on both sides for the able-bodied subjects. In fact, the weights are symmetrical
on both side. However, prosthesis users will a very different kinematic strategy on the left side
simply because it is not possible to compensate all the lost mobility. As it was mentioned in
Subsection 3.6.3, the prosthesis users held the fork with the left arm and performed the majority
of the “Eat” task with their right, non amputated, side. As a result, the side with the prosthesis was
underutilized.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the Velocity-Based Weights of the “Eat” Task. Both Sides of the Ablebodied Participants and the Prosthesis Users are Shown.
The statistical analysis validates this. The multivariate analysis of variance showed statistical significance at p < 0.01 and the series of one-way ANOVAs for each joint show how the joint
mobility will change between prosthesis users and able-bodied individuals. The torso bending
(F(1, 64) = 8.7, p < 0.01) showed statistical significance. This is quite interesting because the
ROM of the torso is not statistically significant (Subsection 3.6.3). This means that while the
joint stays within similar ROM between the two subject categories, the mobility of that joint
is significantly reduced for prosthesis users. The left sternoclavicular pro/retraction (F(1, 64) =
9.1, p < 0.01) also showed mobility that was statistically significant than its ROM (F(1, 64) =
5.1, p < 0.05).
Another intresting insight are the joints that had non-significant change in their mobility but
their ROM during the “Eat” task was significantly altered by the existence of the prosthesis. Those
joints were: the lateral torso bending, the torso rotation, the right sternoclavicular depression, the
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right sternoclavicular rotation, the right shoulder ab/adduction, the right shoulder flexion, the right
shoulder rotation, the right elbow flexion, the right
The right sternoclavicular pro/retraction (F(1, 64) = 8.1, p < 0.01), the right elbow pronation/supination (F(1, 64) = 13.8, p < 0.01), the right wrist flexion/extension (F(1, 64) = 16.9, p <
0.01), and the left elbow flexion/extension (F(1, 64) = 33.9, p < 0.01) were significantly altered
both in their mobility and ROM.
The velocity-based weights can capture the kinematic pattern of the arm during a task in a
more intuitive way. Since the most mobile joint is used to normalize the weights on the remaining
ones, it is possible to see the mobility distribution during a task. The velocity-based weights give
also another metric to compare the difference between able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users.
While the ROM is the standard measurement for the impact of the prosthesis, the joint mobility
can also be used along with it to get a better understanding of the motion profile.
From the results, it appears than when a task is not heavily relying on the missing DoFs, the
weight profile will not be altered as much. However, if a missing joint is critical for the task, then
the remaining joints will be impacted greatly. This is in line with the definition of the redundancy
of the manipulator. Recall from Subsection 4.1.3, redundant manipulators are defined with respect
to the task. While an arm with a prosthesis can perform the “Brush” and the “Drink” task, if more
DoFs are not added, then the left side is deficient for the “Eat” task.

5.2

Simulated Motion of the Human Body
This section reports the results of the inverse kinematics of human motion using the dif-

ferent calculated weights and examines the effect of a task specific ROM. The first approach is
the least norm (LN) solution that will distribute the motion evenly across all joints evenly. The
second method is the weighted least norm solution with optimized weights specifically for each
task (W LN Task ) as it was described in Subsection 4.2.1 and a weight set that was optimized for all
three tasks tasks(W LN BrDrEt ). This method was first used by Lura [2] for able-bodied participants.
This work the able-bodied subjects’ dataset is expanded to validate previous results and the method
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is tested on prosthesis users. The results from the velocity-based weights(W LNVel ) that were
discussed in Subsection 4.2.2 are also presented. Finally, a weighting matrix to avoid the joint
limits during each task, will be combined with the static weights. This joint limit avoidance (JLA)
method will ensure that only a certain portion of the ROM of joints is used. The task ROM was
recorded using MoCap and changes for each task. This approach allows a degree of customization
of the algorithm for each task and potentially account for each individual’s specific ROM if there
is some other joint injury.
The static weights methods (W LN) are combined with the joint limits weights avoidance
(JLA). The weighted least norm with joint limits avoidance (W LN − JLA) inherits the property of
having the joints being biased, while it prevents them to move outside their ROM. The values of
those weights change throughout the trial, however, it should be noted that their value will changed
faster depending on the slope of the joint limit avoid criterion. Different slopes didn’t yield better
or worse results for the ROM that it was examined, but perhaps this is an option to be considered
for future tasks.
In summary, the methods will be, the non-weighted LN, the weighted W LN Task for each
optimized task, the W LN BrDrEt which is a set of weights optimized for all three tasks, and the
velocity-based W LNVel . Those methods will also be combined with the task JLA to examine the
impact of an average task ROM with and without static weights. However, since the W LN Task
gave better results when compared to the W LN BrDrEt , only the option of the W LN Task − JLA is
considered. The LN − JLA is also presented to show the impact of the task joint limits without any
interference.
It should also be noted that an optimized weight set that used only two tasks was also examined. That set used the “Brush” and the “Drink” task to generate simulated motions (W LN BrDr ).
The results were similar to the W LN Task for the two tasks that were part of the dataset, but the
“Eat” task had very poor results. This was expected, however it did show that there is a component
of similarity between tasks that needs to be considered when grouping the MoCap recordings.
Ultimately, however, the W LN BrDr did not have any interesting results and it failed to present
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unexpected cases that might warrant more investigation. Therefore the results of this method will
not be discussed.

5.2.1

Simulation of the “Brush” Task
From Subsection 3.6.1, recall that both able-bodied participants and prosthesis users will

keep their torso relatively stationary. Also note that all prosthesis users will use their left (amputated) arm to perform the task. Table 5.5 shows the percentage RMS error of the all seven methods
for both able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users during the ‘Brush’ task. For compactness,
only the side that performs the task is shown. The average percentage RMS error for able-bodied
(n=14) for the LN is 20%, the W LN Task has an average error of 11%, and the W LN BrDrEt shows
an average percentage RMS error of 11%. The velocity-based weights W LNVel have 12% average
percentage RMS error. When the task ROM is introduced, the error of the LN − JLA is 12%.
The combination of static weights gives slightly better results. The W LN Task − JLA showed 9%.
Similarly, the resulting percentage RMS error of W LNVel − JLA is 11%.
For the prosthesis users (n=8), the average percentage RMS error for the LN is 17%, for
the W LN Task is 8%. The percentage RMS error of the W LN BrDrEt is 13% and for the W LNVel is
10%.
This difference between the two set of optimized weights suggests that the prosthesis users
perform the three tasks differently. While the able-bodied individuals appear to have similar motion
patterns between the tasks, the prosthesis users employ different motions, especially during the
‘Eat’ task. As a result, the optimized weights will try to satisfy more diverse kinematic patterns.
The inclusion of the task ROM is not particularly useful when a static weight set is also used.
The average percentage RMS error of the LN − JLA is 11% which is on the same level as the
static weighted methods. The W LN Task − JLA showed 11% and the W LNVel − JLA had average
percentage RMS error of 13%.
Statistical significance exists between the LN and all other methods for both able-bodied
individuals and prosthesis users for p < 0.01. The W LNTask was not significantly different from the
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other methods for the able-bodied dataset. The difference, though, was significant for the prosthesis
users for p ≤ 0.01. It is interesting, however, that the error of the W LNTask and the W LNVel is
statistically significant at exactly p = 0.01. Considering the low number of participants (n=8) and
the fact that the null-hypothesis is rejected at the border of the criterion, raises the concern that
more subjects would be required to conclude whether the W LNVel is worse than the W LNTask or
no. Another interesting observation was that the LN − JLA does not have significantly different
RMS error from the W LNVel for either data sets but the combined W LNVel − JLA is significantly
different from the LN − JLA for the prosthesis users. The possibility of a type II error due to small
data set exists, however, the cause might be the diverse task ROM limits within the subjects.
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Table 5.5: “Brush” Task Error Evaluation. The RMS Error as a Percentage (%) of the Joints’ ROM for Able-Bodied (AB) Individuals
and Prosthesis Users (PU) is Presented.
Anatomical
Joint
Motions
Torso Bending
Lateral
Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
Sternoclavicular
Pro/Retraction
Sternoclavicular
Depression/Elevation
Sternoclavicular
External/Internal Rotation
Shoulder
Ab/Adduction
Shoulder
Flexion/Extension
Shoulder
External/Internal Rotation
Elbow
Flexion/Extension
Elbow
Pronation/Supination
Wrist
Flexion/Extension
Wrist
Ab/Adduction
Average

AB n=14

PU n=8

Subjects

LN

W LN Task

W LN BrDrEt

W LNVel

LN
JLA

W LN Task
JLA

W LNVel
JLA

AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU

22
10
11
10
11
14
15
22
16
14
36
45
23
16
12
13
24
17
22
14
11
N/A
10
N/A
44
N/A
20
17

6
5
8
3
6
6
10
22
15
6
7
10
17
10
10
7
12
5
10
4
13
N/A
11
N/A
16
N/A
11
8

6
7
8
8
6
10
9
27
15
9
8
20
17
14
10
13
9
9
10
10
11
N/A
13
N/A
21
N/A
11
13

10
5
6
5
8
5
10
28
12
5
11
12
19
12
9
11
16
8
12
7
12
N/A
10
N/A
25
N/A
12
10

10
6
7
6
8
8
11
21
14
8
17
20
18
15
9
10
12
8
11
8
7
N/A
8
N/A
19
N/A
12
11

7
7
7
5
6
7
10
28
12
8
11
14
16
17
7
10
8
6
8
6
8
N/A
8
N/A
14
N/A
9
11

9
9
6
6
9
8
10
30
14
9
14
16
19
20
8
12
11
8
10
9
7
N/A
8
N/A
17
N/A
11
13
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The LN was expected to perform poorly because it biases proximal joints to move more.
This is because less motion on those joints (torso, sternoclavicular joint) will move the hands more.
Though technically, the most efficient method since it minimizes movement, the LN fails to capture
the motion strategy of the human body.
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Figure 5.7: Torso Bending During “Brush”. An Example of an Able-Bodied Participant.
From Table 5.5, it appears that the W LN Task is better than the LN and seems to capture the
kinematic strategy of the “Brush” task. Note the lower percentage RMS error on the torso bending.
The W LN BrDrEt ) appears to be equally well behaved. This is due to the fact that all three tasks are
relatively similar. For example they all do not require the torso to move and there is a reaching
motion of the hand from the midsection to the head. The W LNVel performs better than the LN but
it is not better than the other two methods.
When the task joint limits are introduced to the able-bodied dataset, the percentage RMS
error is reduced even further. The LN − JLA (i.e. only joint limits and no static weights), is similar
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to the static weight methods. Incorporating the JLA with the static set of optimized weights reduces
the RMS even further.
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Figure 5.8: Right Shoulder External/Internal Rotation During “Brush”. An Example of an AbleBodied Participant.
Fig. 5.7 shows the torso bending of a typical able-bodied person during the “Brush” task.
According to the MoCap, the person bends slightly forward to pick up the brush (the joint angle
has negative values) and then stands upright. The LN, however, will use the torso to move the
brush. Indeed, Fig. 5.7 shows the torso bending almost 60o backwards when the LN is used. The
inclusion of static weights resolves the issue quite drastically. The W LNVel is better than the LN
but it fails to be on the same level as the W LNTask . However, interestingly, it is the introduction of
task joint limits that helps the simulation achieve an upright posture. The static weights appear to
have little to no impact when the task joint limits are used. Combining a set of static weights with
the task joint limits gives seems is the best way to simulate the upright posture. The W LNTask is
the method that performs the best when the task ROM is not included.
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Figure 5.9: Right Elbow Flexion/Extension During “Brush”. An Exampleof an Able-Bodied
Participant.
Fig. 5.8 shows the shoulder rotation of the same able-bodied individual. The shoulder
rotation has an average ROM of 150o and the therefore a percentage RMS error of 12% is a
relatively large angle. The LN shows almost no motion on this joint. This is because the LN
is overextending the torso and as a result the shoulder does not need to move the arm any further.
This is a good example how error on one joint propagates along the kinematic chain. From the
static weights, the W LNVel performs the worst, while the W LNTask really accurate for this subject.
It is the inclusion of the task ROM that augments the behavior of the W LNVel − JLA, allowing it to
perform better. However, the inclusion of joint limits was deteriorating to the W LNTask
Fig. 5.9 shows the elbow flexion/extension. The W LNTask quite well. The only benefit
the W LNTask attains from the introduction of the task joint limits is that it prevents potential over
extension of the trial. The W LNVel continues the trend of being outperforming the LN but not the
W LNTask . however, the W LNVel − JLA is arguably the best for this specific joint.
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In general, the inclusion of accurate task joint limits appear to have a positive impact on
the simulation for the “Brush” task. The W LNVel seems to be close but not close enough to the
MoCap. However, from the data presented so far, the combined W LNVel − JLA appears to be a
simpler and more intuitive alternative to the W LNTask especially when complete MoCap data are
not available.
The prosthesis users performance portion of Table 5.5 shows the RMS error of the optimization methods of the prosthesis users. Note that the last DoF of prosthesis users is the elbow
flexion/extension. Only the left side that is used for the task is shown.
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Figure 5.10: Left Sternoclavicular Depression/Elevation During “Brush”. An Example of a
Prosthesis User.
Fig. 5.10 shows the left sternoclavicular depression/Elevation of a typical prosthesis user
during the ‘Brush’ task. The W LNVel is following the MoCap better than any other method, both
static weight methods tend to be very close to each other. Again, this is a product of the fact that all
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tasks require the torso to be stationary. The inclusion of task joint limits was rather deteriorating
regardless of the static weight.
The elbow flexion/extension shows a good behavior. With the exception of the LN every
other method is very accurate. This implies that the algorithms are very good at simulating large
motions but they tend to show their limitations when finer movement is required.
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Figure 5.11: Left Elbow Flexion/Extension During “Brush”.An Example of a Prosthesis User.
It should also be noted that because the prosthesis users have less DoFs, the LN for amputees gives a lower RMS error than the LN for able-bodied. However, in the case of reduced
DoFs, there is less room for improper motion simulation and tolerance for overextending joints.
Therefore, it is even more pressing to simulate the task accurately. Comparing both able-bodied
and prosthesis users, shows that the best set of static weights is the W LN Task and the inclusion of
joint limits does contribute to a better performance for the ‘Brush’ task when the W LNVel is used.
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5.2.2

Simulation of the “Drink” Task
The "Drink" task is relatively similar to the "Brush" task. The torso is mostly stationary

and the shoulder and the elbow are used to bring the cup towards the mouth of the person. Recall
again, from Subsection 3.6.2, that most able-bodied used their right hand to perform the task, while
the prosthesis users used their left arm.
Table 5.6 shows the RMS error of the eight solution algorithms that are being evaluated.
For the able-bodied optimization, the LN has an average RMS error of 11%, the W LN Task RMS
error is lower at 8%, the average error of W LN BrDrEt is 5%, and the W LNVel has RMS error of 5%.
Introducing the joint limits has a very limited effect on the average RMS error. The LN − JLA is
the one that is benefited the most with an average RMS error of 7%. However, the static weight
methods show a small increase on their average RMS error.
The results of the prosthesis users show a similar pattern. The best method is the W LN Task
with an average RMS error of 5% while the inclusion of task joint limits increases the RMS error to
8%. Also notice how the sternoclavicular rotation is actually higher than the LN but the lateral torso
bending error is only 1%. This is because, as it was mentioned, the optimization algorithm does
not consider the physical meaning of the weighting factors. So even though the average percentage
RMS is low, there are joints with very high error. The increased error of the W LN BrDrEt makes
more pronounced how the inclusion of a different task distorts the static weight calculation. The
W LNVel is still not as good as the W LNTask but it is close, with an average RMS of 6%. More
importantly, however, the W LNVel has a more uniform distribution of error with no unreasonably
high values.
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Table 5.6: “Drink” Task Error Evaluation. The RMS Error as a Percentage (%) of the Joints’ ROM for Able-Bodied (AB) Individuals
and Prosthesis Users (PU) is Presented.
Anatomical
Joint
Motions
Torso Bending
Lateral
Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
Sternoclavicular
Pro/Retraction
Sternoclavicular
Depression/Elevation
Sternoclavicular
External/Internal Rotation
Shoulder
AbAdduction
Shoulder
Flexion/Extension
Shoulder
External/Internal Rotation
Elbow
Flexion/Extension
Elbow
Pronation/Supination
Wrist
Flexion/Extension
Wrist
Ab/Adduction
Average

AB n=14

PU n=8

Subjects

LN

W LN Task

W LN BrDrEt

W LNVel

LN
JLA

W LN Task
JLA

W LNVel
JLA

AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU

12
6
4
4
4
9
5
14
9
7
24
31
13
17
9
12
13
10
11
9
4
N/A
4
N/A
27
N/A
11
12

4
3
1
2
3
5
3
11
7
5
29
6
10
7
7
4
10
4
6
3
4
N/A
5
N/A
10
N/A
8
5

2
4
3
4
2
7
3
12
5
6
4
18
10
15
3
9
4
7
3
6
3
N/A
4
N/A
13
N/A
5
9

4
2
2
3
3
4
3
9
5
4
5
10
11
13
4
5
7
6
4
3
2
N/A
3
N/A
13
N/A
5
6

6
6
4
5
4
8
6
18
7
7
15
25
9
16
5
9
7
10
6
9
3
N/A
4
N/A
13
N/A
7
11

4
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4
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8
4
14
7
8
27
7
10
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6
7
9
7
5
6
4
N/A
5
N/A
11
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7
8

5
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8
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5
3
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3
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6
9
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Figure 5.12: Right Shoulder Flexion/Extension During “Drink”. An Example of an Able-Bodied
Participant.
The LN had statistically significant higher error when compared to any of the other methods
for able-bodied participants. For prosthesis users, there was statistical significance between the LN
and the static weight methods. The LN and the LN − JLA were not significantly different but the
W LNTask − JLA and the W LNVel − JLA were significantly different from the LN at p < 0.05 but
not p < 0.01. The W LNTask and the W LNVel were not statistically significant for both data sets.
However, for able-bodied the null hypothesis holds for p > 0.05 unlike the prosthesis users data
set where the null hypothesis holds at p > 0.1. So this is another case where the caution is advised
that a type II error might be occurring. An interesting observation is that the LN − JLA for the
able-bodied dataset is not significantly different from the W LN Task . This case shows how a well
defined task ROM can be a very powerful simulation parameter. The rest of the cases have limited
value because the significance changes between able-bodied participants and prosthesis users. In
general, the W LN Task and the W LNVel appear to be the best algorithms not only for their lower
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percentage RMS but also how well they keep the same behavior across different categories of
participants.
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Figure 5.13: Right Elbow Flexion/Extension During “Drink”. An Example of an Able-Bodied
Participant.
Fig. 5.12 & 5.13 show the motion joint angle trajectory of a typical able-bodied participant.
The shoulder flexion/extensions is simulated accurately only with the W LNVel . The W LN Task
performs as poorly as the LN and the inclusion of task ROM enforced a pattern that bypassed the
static weights.
Elbow flexion/extension in Fig. 5.13 shows the W LNVel still performing the best from all
methods, and the W LNVel − JLA be the same. This implies that the elbow flexion does not really
encounter any task joint limit to satisfy the hand trajectory. The W LNTask is still under performing
compared to the W LNVel but it is also unaffected by the inclusion of the joint limits. In general, the
W LNVel seems to be the best and most consistent method for this task for able-bodied individuals.
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Figure 5.14: Left Shoulder Flexion/Extension During “Drink”. An Example of a Prosthesis User.
Fig. 5.14 shows the shoulder flexion/extension during the "Drink" task of a typical prosthesis user. In this graph the W LNTask is superior to the W LNVel and the introduction of the task joint
limits do not contribute anything interesting.
Fig. 5.15 shows the left elbow flexion/extension during the “Drink” task. This is the last
joint of the prosthesis user and it is remarkable how all weighting methods follow the MoCap
recordings accurately.
In general, the W LNVel is the most consistent method without any large errors in specific
joints. The statistical analysis showed that it is not statistically significant from the more complex
W LNTask and therefore it is recommended for the “Drink” task. The inclusion of task joint limits
didn’t appear to have any beneficial impact. However, an important aspect is that it may or may not
contribute to a better simulation depending on the data set. Indeed, the LN − JLA was significantly
better than the LN for able-bodied individuals but not for the prosthesis users. While low total error
is important, the accuracy of the method for different joints is equally important especially since
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Figure 5.15: Left Elbow Flexion/Extension During “Drink”. An Example of a Prosthesis User.
the end goal is to create a visual representation. If one or two joints overextend, then the whole
animation will not look realistic and therefore it will not be useful. Another important aspect is
the consistency across different subject categories. A method that is accurate for able-bodied but
deteriorates fast for different prosthesis users is of limited use since the purpose of the algorithm
is to be utilized for prescription and training.

5.2.3

Simulation of the “Eat” Task
The “Eat” task is different from the other tasks because the participant is sitting on a chair,

and requires both hands to be performed. As a result the torso is not crucial to maintain an upright
posture, and the hands will move in two independent trajectories. Refer to Subsection 3.6.3 for the
discussion of the motion analysis.
Because both sides need to be shown, the percentage RMS error is split between Table 5.7
for the right side of the body and Table 5.8 for the left side. The average percentage RMS error
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is for the whole upper body. For able-bodied participants, the LN has an error of 10%, and the
average percentage RMS error of the W LN Task is 6%. The W LNVel error is 7% for able-bodied
individuals, and the W LN BrDrEt has a higher average percentage error of 8%. When the joint
limits are introduced, the performance of the motion simulation deteriorates regardless of the static
weight used. The LN − JLA has an average error of 11%, the combined W LN Task − JLA is showing
error of 9%. Finally, the W LNVel − JLA has an error of 10%.
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Table 5.7: “Eat” Task Error Evaluation (Right Side). The RMS Error as a Percentage (%) of the Joints’ ROM for Able-Bodied (AB)
Individuals and Prosthesis Users (PU) is Presented.
Anatomical
Joint
Motions
Torso Bending
Lateral
Torso Bending
Torso Rotation
R Sternoclavicular
Pro/Retraction
R Sternoclavicular
Depression/Elevation
R Sternoclavicular
External/Internal Rotation
R Shoulder
Ab/Adduction
R Shoulder
Flexion/Extension
R Shoulder
External/Internal Rotation
R Elbow
Flexion/Extension
R Elbow
Pronation/Supination
R Wrist
Flexion/Extension
R Wrist
Ab/Adduction

AB n=14

PU n=8

Subjects

LN

W LN Task

W LN BrDrEt

W LNVel

LN
JLA

W LN Task
JLA

W LNVel
JLA

AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU
AB
PU

7
6
9
6
6
8
8
16
10
17
19
23
9
14
9
13
5
9
8
7
9
11
8
10
18
14

3
3
3
5
2
8
4
14
7
11
6
9
8
13
5
8
4
9
4
6
5
7
5
7
10
11

3
3
10
5
3
8
5
14
11
11
6
16
9
13
6
8
5
9
5
6
7
8
5
8
16
11

4
4
5
5
4
8
5
12
6
13
7
9
8
12
6
9
5
10
5
7
6
7
6
7
13
11

7
5
9
5
15
7
16
13
15
15
14
15
12
14
8
11
5
6
7
6
7
8
7
7
16
11

5
10
5
14
9
24
7
36
13
21
9
27
12
30
6
23
4
20
5
16
6
22
5
21
14
26

6
12
8
13
15
25
13
27
11
22
12
27
12
31
7
26
5
19
7
18
6
23
5
21
15
29
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Table 5.8: “Eat” Task Error Evaluation (Left Side). The RMS Error as a Percentage (%) of the Joints’ ROM for Able-Bodied (AB)
Individuals and Prosthesis Users (PU) is Presented.
AB n=14

PU n=8

Anatomical
Joint
Motions

Subjects

LN

W LN Task

W LN BrDrEt

W LNVel

LN
JLA

W LN Task
JLA

W LNVel
JLA

L Sternoclavicular
Pro/Retraction

AB
PU

11
16

7
10

6
12

7
10

20
30

18
36

17
35

L Sternoclavicular
Depression/Elevation

AB
PU

8
12

6
9

7
10

6
9

11
14

8
18

9
19

L Sternoclavicular
External/Internal Rotation

AB
PU

13
16

6
8

6
9

7
10

13
22

8
35

13
34

L Shoulder
Ab/Adduction

AB
PU

11
14

10
11

15
13

11
12

13
12

12
35

12
36

L Shoulder
Flexion/Extension

AB
PU

7
9

4
7

6
8

5
8

11
8

9
17

10
19

L Shoulder
External/Internal Rotation

AB
PU

6
5

5
3

6
3

5
3

11
8

10
15

11
15

L Elbow
Flexion/Extension

AB
PU

7
7

4
4

5
5

5
5

7
5

6
12

7
12

L Elbow
Pronation/Supination

AB
PU

10
N/A

7
N/A

11
N/A

8
N/A

11
N/A

10
N/A

11
N/A

L Wrist
Flexion/Extension

AB
PU

8
N/A

6
N/A

9
N/A

6
N/A

8
N/A

7
N/A

8
N/A

L Wrist
Ab/Adduction

AB
PU

16
N/A

11
N/A

19
N/A

12
N/A

15
N/A

16
N/A

15
N/A

Average

AB
PU

10
12

6
8

8
9

7
9

11
11

9
22

10
22
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Figure 5.16: Torso Bending During “Eat”. An Example of an Able-Bodied Participant.
The prosthesis users’ portion of Table 5.7 & Table 5.8 show the average RMS error of
the prosthesis users during the “Eat” task. The average RMS error as a percentage of the total
Rom of each joint for the LN is 12%. The W LN Task is once again better with an error of 8%, the
error W LN BrDrEt and the velocity-based W LNVel error is 9%. When the task limits are introduced,
the results deteriorate alot. The LN − JLA shows an average RMS error of 11% which is not
significantly different than the error of the LN. The combined W LN Task − JLA has an average
percentage RMS error of 22%which is the same as the W LNVel − JLA.
The statistical analysis showed that the error of the combined methods is not significantly
different than the LN for the able-bodied data set but the increase in error is significantly different
for the prosthesis users at p < 0.01. This means that the task joint limits are irrelevant for the ablebodied individuals and actively disruptive for prosthesis users’ simulation. The focus for the “Eat”
task will be on the static weight methods. the reduction of error for the static weight methods
when compared to the LN is statistically significant for both categories. Statistical significance
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exists between the W LN Task , the W LNVel , and the W LNBrDrEt for the able-bodied data set, but not
for the prosthesis users.
The results of Table 5.7 & Table 5.8 show that a set of weights that is optimized for a
specific task will give the lowest error while additional inclusion of the optimization data set will
distort the weights. The inclusion of task ROM had a negative impact across all methods unlike
the previous tasks. This is due to the fact that the ‘Eat’ task is more diverse than the other two
tasks, and therefore, the task ROM among subjects differs. This is also the reason why statistical
significance exists between the static methods for the able-bodied participants. If a task can be
performed in many different ways, it is difficult to extract an overarching pattern. As a result
different methods of obtaining the weights will bias the joints towards specific strategies that may
not be adopted by all participants.
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Figure 5.17: Right Sternoclavicular Depression/Elevation During “Eat”. An Example of an AbleBodied Participant.
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Fig. 5.16 show the torso bending of a typical able-bodied individual performing the ‘Eat’
task. The torso is quite stationary during MoCap and it is not used to maintain balance since the
person is sitting. However, the optimization algorithms will utilize the torso to move the hands.
Ensuring that the torso is not moving during the task is important to calculate the rest of the joint
angles. That said, each person would sit at a slightly different forward bending position and when
they had to place the utensil near their mouth the participants will use some combination of lifting
their arm and bending their torso, causing the initial posture, and the resulting joint limits, to
vary. Perhaps if more specific instructions were given during the MoCap sessions, this source of
variability could have been eliminated.
Fig. 5.17 shows the sternoclavicular depression/elevation of the same able-bodied individual. The W LN Task is not following the MoCap particularly close, while the W LNVel − JLA follows
the recorded motion the best. However the W LNVel − JLA has the worst error across all joints.
This is a case where higher error on a single joint is beneficial for the rest of the simulation.
In general, when the task is included in the optimization data set, the static weights will
attempt to satisfy all kinematic strategies of the data set. This will also cause the joint limits to be
unevenly distributed due to different degree of utilization. The workaround is pretty straightforward and of clinical, rather than mathematical, nature. More specific instructions need to be given
to participants during MoCap in order to ensure that all persons converge to a similar kinematic
pattern.
The variation between prosthesis users is lower for the “Eat” task (Table 3.11), however, the
joint limits are sill not well defined. In essence, though the prosthesis users will perform the task
more uniformly (e.g. they all held the fork with the prosthesis), there is still different kinematic
strategies that they will employ. The effect of the joint limits is really deteriorating for this task
regardless of DoFs.
Fig. 5.18 & 5.19 show the torso bending and left elbow flexion/extension of a typical
prosthesis user. Fig. 5.18 is perhaps the most interesting that shows explicitly what is wrong
with the task joint limits. The initial posture of the participants is very close to the task (not the
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physical) joint limit. As a result, the W LN Task − JLA and the W LNVel − JLA will move the torso
towards the limit and stay locked there. This will force the algorithm to use the remaining joints
satisfy the hand path. Clearly when the task limits are not included this does not happen.
Fig. 5.19 shows the left elbow flexion/extension. All methods are fairly similar except the
W LN Task − JLA and the W LNVel − JLA that will overextend to compensate for the lack of the torso
bending DoF. Also, note how the joint stops at the upper task joint limit.
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Figure 5.18: Torso Bending During “Eat”. An Example of a Prosthesis User.
The “Eat” task deteriorates when the joint limits are introduced. This is because of the high
standard deviation of motions between subjects. Indeed, the participants performed the “Eat” task
in a variety of ways, with many subtle hand motions that will be different not only for each person,
but for different iterations of the same task by the same person. Since, specific instructions were
not given to the participants, the execution of the task is very diverse. Prosthesis users, show a
somewhat different behavior. It is true that no specific instructions were given to the prosthesis
users as well. However, due to their condition, they made choices that essentially made their
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Figure 5.19: Left Elbow Flexion/Extension During “Eat”. An Example of a Prosthesis User.
movements converge. A good example of this convergence was the fact that all prosthesis users
chose to hold the fork with the prosthesis and used the knife in a manner that will minimize the
need for the fork to be moved. It is logical to consider that other, more intrinsic choices were
made and as a result, the prosthesis users had a more consistent set of joint motions. This is
also supported by the fact that the different static weight methods showed no statistical significant
difference for prosthesis users but they were significantly different for the able-bodied individuals.
At the same time, differences with their prosthetic device, level of proficiency in using it, length
of their residual limb etc. added a variance in their motions. In the end, however, the results show
that a ROM for the “Eat” task could not be defined well enough.
Another critical aspect is the fact that prosthesis users will use more ROM to perform
ADLs. Indeed from the motion analysis of the “Eat” task (subsection 3.6.3) the prosthesis users
show a higher utilization of their remaining joints. Ideally, a golden standard of the task joint limits
needs to be chosen, possibly by clinicians, and generate proposed motions for the task. Whether
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those motions need to be followed accurately by the prosthesis user or there can be some deviation
will be for the clinician to decide. At this point, however, the use of the W LN Task is recommended
for the “Eat” task.

5.3

Summary of the Human Motion Simulation
The least norm (LN) solution performed as it was expected. The proximal joints showed

more motion than the distal ones. Though the RMS error did vary between tasks, it is important
to note that the overarching bias towards proximal joints to move the end-effector was consistent throughout. This means that the LN solution will resolve the human inverse kinematics by
primarily moving the torso regardless of the task.
The task weighted least norm (W LN Task ) had an average percentage error of 8% for 14 ablebodied participants. For prosthesis users the average RMS error was 7%. The biggest benefit of
the inclusion of optimized weights was that distal joints were used more. This led to a reduction of
the torso utilization and as a result, a more natural, upright, posture during tasks. The W LN BrDrEt
set of weights attempted to satisfy all tasks and as a result, it had RMS error that was not lower
than the W LN Task method, but it was reasonably low.
The velocity-based W LNVel has an average error of 8% for the able-bodied across all tasks
and the prosthesis users have an average error of 8%. The error was not statistically significant
from the W LN Task for all the cases except the “Eat” task for the able-bodied. This method was
easier and more intuitive to calculate than the optimized weight sets.
The introduction of task joint limits gave mixed results. The LN − JLA had an average
error across all able-bodied participants for all tasks of 10% while the prosthesis users showed
an average percentage RMS error of 11%. In tasks that the subjects were using similar ROM for
each joint (e.g. “Brush” for able-bodied participants) the inclusion of joint limits gave the similar
performance as the W LN Task . When the task had many ways to be completed, the ROM of each
joint for each task will show great variation between subjects. This will cause the performance of
the JLA to deteriorate. The “Eat” task participants is a good example of that behavior.
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The combined weighted least norm with joint limits avoidance (W LN Task − JLA) shows an
average RMS error for all able-bodied participants of 8% and the prosthesis users show an average
RMS error of 21%. In general the W LN Task − JLA behaves similarly to the W LN Task in most cases
unless the task specific limits for each joint are reached. In the case of a poorly defined joint limits
ROM, the W LN Task − JLA will deteriorate. Again, the “Eat” task for prosthesis users serves as
an example of the impact of poorly defined task ROM, though the the “Drink” task is affected
similarly. The W LNVel deteriorated in a similar manner when the task joint limits are introduced.
The W LN Task gave the best results than all other methods presented here. This means the
method can be used for individuals with different degrees of amputation as long as a set of weights
W has been extracted for that category of amputees and the task. Indeed, the results show that the
W LN Task will generalize across different categories of prosthesis users and subjects that were not
used to calculate the weights. This makes the W LN Task the recommended simulation algorithm.
However, the W LNVel was not statistically significant worse and therefore it is a more intuitive and
simpler alternative.
The inclusion of task joint limits needs a bit more consideration. If the tasks require
larger motions, such as torso bending and elbow flexion, a task specific ROM can be calculated.
Introducing this ROM will prevent joints from extending too far. This can be useful for prosthesis
user training because it will restrict their motions inside a range that is used by the average
prosthesis user. As a result it will stop the overuse of certain joints. The potential of training
for prosthesis users using an standardized ROM for each task is great. However, if the task ROM
cannot be defined accurately then the motion optimization will not be clinically useful. This is
perhaps motivation for future work, but the results show that tasks with finer motor control of
the hands tend to have a task ROM that varies more between individuals. The most interesting
example is the “Eat” task that has a poorly defined task ROM. As a result, the motion optimization
deteriorates when the joint limits are introduced. However, the “Brush” task not only showed
better results when the joint limits were included, but the able-bodied results for the LN − JLA
were statistically similar to the W LN Task − JLA.Making the inclusion of static weights redundant.
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Table 5.9: Average Error of the Algorithms.
AB n = 14 PU n=8
Method
Subjects Brush
AB
20
LN
PU
17
AB
11
W LN Task
PU
8
AB
11
W LN BrDrEt
PU
13
AB
12
W LNVel
PU
10
AB
12
LN − JLA
PU
11
AB
9
W LN Task − JLA
PU
11
AB
11
W LNVel − JLA
PU
13

Drink
11
12
8
5
5
9
5
6
7
11
7
8
6
9

Eat
10
12
6
8
8
9
7
9
11
11
9
22
10
22

Table 5.9 shows the average RMS error of all the tasks and methods in a compact manner. Be aware that the average might obscure DoFs that have great inaccuracies. Generally, the
W LN Task is a very accurate and robust method that generalizes well across subjects regardless
the task, but it may show larger deviation in one or two joints to keep the total error low. The
velocity-based weights are equally good as the W LN Task and their more intuitive nature can be the
foundation of future work if more criteria were included. The introduction of a task ROM requires
a certain level of caution. Ideally, the tasks that are selected need to rely on larger motions of
the joints and can be performed in only a limited number of different ways. This will result in a
task ROM that does not deviate much between subjects and can be applied on different individuals
to give a motion simulation that does not use undesirable motions. The way the methods are
combined here, will minimize the negative impact of a miscalculated task ROM but it will not
negate a poorly defined task ROM. In conclusion, currently, the W LN Task is the most accurate
method to use.
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Chapter 6: Discussion, Limitations, and Clinical Implementation

6.1

Discussion
The static weights presented in Table 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 have the physical meaning of

joint mobility. Weights with value of one, will allow for free movement while weights with the
value of zero will lock the joint in place. As a result, by looking at Table 5.1 & 5.2,5.3, and 5.4 the
contribution of each joint can be assessed, depending on the method.
Separating each task and a specific set of weights was created. As it was mentioned, the
task specific weights show the mobility of each joint for each task. The most obvious difference is
how the the prosthesis users will show higher mobility on their remaining joints. This was expected
since the prosthesis users need to compensate, but it is interesting to see a numeric value showing
the joint mobility explicitly.
The use of the W LN Task set has consistently the lowest RMS error for all tasks for both ablebodied participants and prosthesis users. Simple tasks, such as “Drink” along with more complex
ones, such as “Eat”, are benefited greatly by this method. The relatively small number of MoCap
recordings that is required to calculate the static weights is an additional advantage. However,
the weight set was essentially calculated through trial and error in the sense that the optimization
algorithm attempted to minimize a cost function without regard of its physical meaning.
The W LN BrDrEt set attempts to satisfy all three tasks. The results are decent, though the
W LN Task weight set is still the superior one. Essentially, adding more tasks will create a weight
set that will be useful for simulating all tasks but not ideal for any one in particular. Perhaps more
importantly, the more the diverse the tasks that are included, the percentage error will become
worse. In the case of similar tasks there is a valid reason to attempt to reduce the number of weight
sets since the increase of the error is minimal to non-existent. But if tasks were incorporated on
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the optimization data set without concern of their similarity, then the resulting weights are not
particularly useful.
Finally, the W LNVel attempt to introduced a hierarchy of joints based on the average
velocity they exhibit during the task. The results are not statistically different from the results
of the W LN Task . Due to their more intuitive nature and simplicity, they are a powerful tool not
only for simulation but also for MoCap analysis. While the ROM can show which joints will show
higher angles, the weights of the W LNVel can show the actual motion of each joint during the task
regardless if it is overextending or no. Considering that overuse syndrome is not cause by high
joint angles but by repeated motions, the velocity-based weights can potentially help identifying
excessive motions.
The dynamic weights for avoiding the joint limits are recalculated with every iteration of the
simulation algorithm. The ROM that is used is specific for each task based on MoCap recordings.
Previous work had shown that if the joint ROM for a task can be defined correctly, the simulation
is really accurate [81]. However, if the task joint limits are not well defined then the simulated joint
motions will not be similar to the MoCap recordings simply because the motion is restrained to a
different portion of ROM on each joint. For example if a person extends a joint to perform a task
while another person performs the task by flexing another joint, then the joint limits will not give
enough task ROM to either person to perform the task. The result will be a hybrid joint motion
pattern that it does satisfy the given trajectory by using a combination of the strategies that both
persons are using.
The resulting joint angles when the joint limits were introduced are a mixed bag. The
“Brush” task was simulated more accurately when the joint limits were used. The LN − JLA has a
lower RMS error than the LN and the combined W LN Task − JLA was superior to the corresponding
static W LN Task for able-bodied participants but not prosthesis users. The W LNVel had similar
results.
The “Drink” task shows improvement with the inclusion of task joint limits when there
is no static weight (LN − JLA). However, the results of the combined method worsen the RMS
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error. The prosthesis users results suffer more from the inclusion of task joint limits. This is due
to the fact that the arm does not need to go above the head and therefore, the elbow, shoulder, and
sternoclavicular DoFs can work in different combinations leading to a more diverse task ROM.
The “Eat” task is a bit more interesting. This task is the most complex task that was
recorded for this work that didn’t require the lower limb. The diversity of the execution among
subjects was discussed in Subsection 3.6.3. Though there is still an overarching pattern. The torso
is relatively stationary and the the arm needs to reach the mouth from the midsection. It is still not
enough of a similarity and as a result, the introduction of task ROM gives worse results than the LN
for able-bodied individuals. The case when the joint limits are actually counter-productive is best
shown in Fig. 5.18 where the torso bending is being locked in place during the W LN Task − JLA
because it starts very close to the task joint limit. However the W LN Task and the W LNVel , are free
to dip in and out of the task joint limit (while still remaining inside the anatomical max ROM) for
this joint, is able to give the best average RMS error for this task.

6.2

Limitations
In summary, the results of the proposed optimization algorithms were compared in the

previous subsections. Three methods using static weights and one method with dynamically
adjustable weights were tested, as well as the combination of the best static weight set. The LN
did not produce any useful results because it treats all joints as equal and, as a result, is heavily
biased in moving the proximal joints (e.g. torso) more to produce the hand motions. The tasks were
separated to create a specific set of weights to penalize each joint. The results of the W LN Task were
the lowest for all tasks. This means that a pattern was extracted that biased the joints to move in
a human like manner both for able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users. Note that the W LNVel
was not significantly different than the W LN Task and therefore those two methods are equivalent.
The second set of optimized weights included all the tasks to create a single set of weights for all
tasks. This gave percentage RMS error that was, in general, between the LN and the W LN Task .
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The inclusion of joint limits had a mixed impact and the effect varied. Simpler tasks do not
seem to need the inclusion of joint limits while the task with different joint motions across subjects
(e.g. “Eat”) was in fact deteriorating. Basically, the task ROM forces the algorithm to satisfy a
trajectory within a specific constraint joint space. This raises the question of how accurately the
solution space can be defined for each task.
Different kinematic strategies will create a diverse bias on each joint leading to a distorted
distribution of motion. In retrospect, the assumption that all individuals will converge in a similar
pattern for the same task was inaccurate and certain limitations should have been imposed. For example, giving specific instructions about which hand should hold the utensils, or giving suggestions
on when to use the shoulder. When MoCap recordings are available, the motions can be recreated
quite accurately. This was the case in the previous work by Lura [2] and when task and subject
specific joint limits were used to examine the potential of limited ROM [82]. Another limitation
was the assumption that all participants were performing each task optimally. The lack of specific
limitations and different levels of proficiency with a prosthetic device, created a standard deviation
of the joints’ motions. It is not clear if all subjects should be treated equally or only specific ones
should be used for the calculation of the weight sets. In the end all algorithms will attempt to force
a specific motion strategy on the kinematic chain, extracting that strategy to be clinically useful is
the most important factor.
When all methods are considered, the W LN Task gives the most accurate results. Not
only it is robust for different subjects, but also, it seems to be unaffected whether the task uses
larger motions or smaller but frequent ones. Howeverm the W LNVel gave results that were not
significantly different from the W LN Task and also gave insight on the mobility of each joint. The
W LN Task − JLA has a limited practical application since the task ROM is, at least for the tasks
examined here, elusive. In very diverse tasks, such as the “Eat” task, the inclusion of joint limits
can be quite detrimental, however, if a task is too diverse maybe it is not appropriate to be used in
a clinical context anyway. The question is, how useful for a clinician is a task that is too diverse
to have a single motion pattern for different people. At the same time, if a task is performed
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differently by different people, it means that more than one solutions are useful. In this situation, a
case can be made that the kinematic pattern presented by the algorithm is the superior one because
it has been biased towards specific motions and has been constrained against others.

6.3

Clinical Implementation
The algorithms that have been described so far will generate a numerical array of joint

angles. This is essentially a large spreadsheet of numbers with little clinical relevance. Even the
values of the joint angles have little use numerically since they require the joint coordinate system’s
information. To make the results more practical, the algorithms are implemented in a user interface
to help the clinician visualize the motions that the algorithm proposes.
The clinical implementation of the optimized motion algorithm can be done through the
use of a graphics user interface (GUI), originally developed by Sullins [1]. Each persons anthropometrics can be entered in the software and a robotic model of the upper human body will be
created. Fig. 6.1 shows the main input tab. The patient’s name, height, level of amputation, and
type of the prosthetic device can be selected. The task selection is also available in this tab. Sullins
was importing the joint angles from an external source, however, the functionality to generate joint
angles has now been integrated. The GUI can still import joint angles from text files if it is deemed
necessary.

Figure 6.2: The Anthropometrics Input
Tab

Figure 6.1: The Main Patient Input Tab
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The specific lengths of the body’s segments can be entered using the second tab. The
limb lengths will adjust the links of the robot to create a personalized model for each individual.
Fig 6.2 shows the anthropometrics input tab. Only the upper body measurements are relevant for
the robotic model and therefore there is no input for the lower limb.
Once all the measurements have been entered, the algorithm creates the robotic model and
solves for the inverse kinematics for the selected task. The process is the same that was described
in the previous chapters of this work. Once the calculation is finished, the resulting joint angles are
animated using a custom made animation tool that was developed by Sullins with the GUI.
Animating the joint angles is an entirely separate process than creating the robotic model
and solving for the inverse kinematics. An rigged graphic model of a person is used with the joint
centers on specific anatomical positions. This model does scale with the persons height, but the
joint centers cannot be adjusted separately. This was part of the reason why the optimized joint
centers calculation used by Lura [2] was discarded in favor of the more repeatable method that was
described in Section 3.1. With this approach, the joint centers of the robotic model will generally
coincide with those of the graphic avatar, allowing for the animation of the angles to be shown
relatively more accurately.
The graphic avatar can accurately show the persons amputation side and level, and the
optimization algorithm will produce the appropriate joint angles. The animation can use either a
wire-frame model (stick figure) or a more realistic human avatar. Both animations have the same
joint centers and the joint coordinate frames are the same. However, switching between those two
will allow the observer to see the motion in greater detail using the stick figure, or assess how
natural the gross motion looks like.
Fig. 6.3 & 6.4 show the exact same frame using both models. The human avatar will allow
with the visualization of the task but it is the stick figure that can show explicitly the more subtle
motions. This raises the question which model is more useful clinically. The clinician might want
to see each joint and train the prosthesis user to follow the animation perfectly, or the algorithm
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Figure 6.3: Animation of the Human
Avatar

Figure 6.4: Animation of the Stick
Figure Avatar

might be useful in giving a general pattern of the desired motion and let the prosthesis user figure
out the smaller adjustments that might be required.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work

7.1

Conclusions
The work presented here proposes a clinical tool to be used for upper limb prosthesis

prescription and training. This is a complete platform that is integrated in a compact software
that is self-contained. Previous work from Lura [2] that covered able-bodied individuals has been
extended to include transradial amputees on the left side that use a body-powered device. There is
a certain degree of reiteration in methods from Lura’s work and changes were made to allow for
expansion of the scope. Though there were insufficient data to examine other levels of amputation
and types of prosthetic devices, the robustness of each method was showcased. As a result the
methods explored here are valid for prosthesis users with different parameters.
The solution of the inverse kinematics of the human body is a very complex problem that
can admit many solutions. However, only a few of them are particularly useful. For that reason, this
work used recorded MoCap data to mimic the general kinematic pattern the majority of individuals
are using. From the initial hypotheses, it was confirmed that people individuals will perform the
same task in a variety of ways. Especially prosthesis were constrained by their reduced DoFs
and they had to chose to use certain joints more to perform the task. Though only a portion of
the ROM is used for each task, the variation between subjects is too great and it is challenging
to establish a generic task ROM. Strictly speaking, the hypothesis regarding the Task ROM was
confirmed, but there are limitation that need to be considered for practical use. Joint prioritization
was validated from previous work and the velocity-based weights appear to be the most intuitive
approach. Finally, the last hypotheses was also confirmed. By accounting for the individuals
anthropometrics, ROM, and prioritizing the motion of each joint for the task did yield a humanlike. However, it need to be established to what accuracy the anthropometrics, the task ROM,
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and the joint priority need to be defined. A highly personalized task ROM, with static weights
extracted from a single person and a single task will be very accurate in recreating that task, but
not useful for anything else. A generic task ROM with weights extracted from multiple different
people performing the in a largely varied way will not produce any useful information.
The work presented here serves roughly three different aspects. The creation of the robotic
model of the upper human body of each individual, the predicting algorithm that solves the inverse
kinematics of the robotic model, and integrating with the GUI and a visualization tool. Care was
taken to allow each component to be modular and communicate with third party software without
using any specialized convention. As a result, the GUI and the visualization software can be
changed to fit the clinical work flow, as well as joint angles from different sources can be used in
the same environment as the simulated ones.
Another focus of this work was an attempt to break down the human motion in components.
Joint angle limits during each task and the velocity of each joint during the task that is used were
considered as factors that impact the motion of each person. The method that seems to be the most
accurate, is the W LN Task . The W LNVel while not as accurate, gave interesting information regarding the motion profile and how it can change between able-bodied individuals and prosthesis users.
The addition of task joint limits was either beneficial or inconsequential or even deteriorating. As
a result, they can not be recommended without certain issues are addressed first.

7.2

Contribution to the State of Science
The work proposed here has made contributions in the area of applied biomechanics and

modeling of the human body. More specifically:
1. The previous database with able-bodied participants and prosthesis users’ MoCap recordings
was expanded significantly.
2. A kinematic robotic model was proposed using the twists and the product of exponentials to
allow for an accurate and robust creation of the upper human body. The methods used here
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were selected to allow the robotic model to be easily extended and altered. As a result, the
model can be used beyond the scope of this work without any fundamental changes.
3. The motions of able-bodied individuals and left transradial prosthesis users with a bodypowered device were compared. Prosthesis users show that compensatory motion was transmitted to the healthy side. In essence, the amputation of one side can cause overexertion of
joints on the healthy side when both hands are used in unison such as during the ‘Eat’ task.
It was also observed that in more complex tasks, prosthesis users will converge to a similar
kinematic pattern.
4. The weighted least norm for each task (W LN Task ), the combined weighted least norm for
the “Brush”, the “Drink”, and the “Eat” task(W LN BrDrEt ) and the velocity-based weights
(W LNVel ) were compared. Joint limit avoidance (JLA) was also incorporated to prevent the
joints from using the maximum ROM. The most accurate method was the W LN Task with the
inclusion of the joint limits being beneficial only if the ROM of the joints is similar enough
for a task across different subjects. The W LNVel is a valid alternative with less computational
load and more intuitive factors allowing for a deeper insight on the kinematic patterns.
5. All methods were integrated in a previously developed GUI for clinical use. The GUI is selfcontained and it does not depend on any third party specialized software (e.g. Matlab, Unity)
to function. No prior knowledge is required regarding the creation of the robotic model or the
simulation algorithm in order for the GUI to produce an animation of the proposed motions.
The focus of this work was prosthesis prescription and training. However, the individual
components presented here can be used in a broad spectrum of biomechanics applications. The
robotic model can be easily extended to include the lower limb and it already has the necessary
functions to calculate dynamics. The criteria of the inverse kinematic algorithms can be easily
adjusted to create postures that focus on minimizing\maximizing certain aspects of the human
motion (ROM, velocity etc.) depending on the requirements.
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7.3

Future Work
In Subsection 6.2 the limitations of the predictive algorithms were discussed. However,

there are certain aspects that affect the clinical relevance of this work as a whole. Perhaps the most
minor limitation is the animation model. Only a human avatar is animated by the GUI, whether the
task requires an item to be held or no is not being considered. This creates visual representations
that seem unrealistic regardless of the accuracy of the optimized joint angles. Indeed, even MoCap
recordings can look strange when a task that requires an item to be held is visualized with just the
avatar. When the stick figure is used the effect is not as pronounced, but the point is that the avatar
should interact with some objects in order to make the animation feel more realistic.
Another technical limitation that future work can address, is the exclusion of the lower
limb during the MoCap sessions. Apart from the limitations that this introduces to the predictive
algorithms, the avatar does not move any joint below the torso. This creates an animation where
the model has the feet locked in place and the torso seems to hover above the pelvis when it moves.
Again, the stick figure mitigates that problem. However, the non-interaction with virtual items and
the legs always be perfectly straight, it is apparent that the animation is limiting the usefulness of
the simulation, regardless of the algorithms accuracy. As an example, consider that the “Eat” task
has the subjects sitting on a chair and interacting with a fork and a knife. Even though the lower
limb is not used for the task, the resulting animation shows the avatar bending forward and moving
its arms in an empty space.
The last, and probably the biggest, technical limitation, is the trajectory of the hands.
Currently, the trajectory that is used to solve for the inverse kinematics comes from the MoCap
recordings. This was done to assess the accuracy of the algorithms that were used. Indeed, comparing the joint angles between kinematic chains that follow a different trajectory is meaningless.
However, for the animation, the trajectory needs to be generated to fit the person. This does not
happen currently, and a single trajectory for each task is used for all participants when the GUI is
used. Two questions arise regarding the trajectories that are currently used. The first on is whether
the different kinematic chains (different anthropometrics) will create similar joint angles when they
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follow the same trajectory. The second question is if the trajectory that is used is the most optimum
or maybe a different trajectory should be sought to create an even better motion proposal for the
prosthesis user.
Apart from the technical limitations, there is also the problem of recruiting enough people
with a variety of amputation levels and prosthetic devices. The methods were tested on able-bodied
participants and left transradial prosthesis users with a body-powered device. It is logical to expect
similar behavior of the methods when different levels of amputations are considered. However,
more prosthesis users need to be included to establish a more comprehensive understanding of the
human motion when DoFs are missing.
The creation of a simulation tool for prosthesis prescription and training is an ongoing
effort. The methods developed for this work and the outcomes can be used to point to the future
direction of the project. There are two main branches that future work can focus. The first one, is
addressing the limitations of this work as they were outlined and expanding the technical scope.
The second direction is to gather feedback from clinicians and evaluate the relevance of this work
in the real world practice. Ideally both tasks should be tackled simultaneously.
The most urgent expansion this work requires is the trajectory generation for each task.
The path of the hands can have a great impact on the joints’ motions. As it was mentioned,
this work did not focus in trajectory generation because it focused on the creation of the human
inverse kinematics with a minimum reliance on MoCap, as opposed to statistical methods used by
Lura [2]. However, the component of personalized trajectory will benefit greatly the simulation
tool as a whole.
Future work also needs to incorporate the lower limb to capture the whole motion for any
task. This is especially true when the knees and the torso need to bend while the rest of the upper
body is not moving. On that note, looking the MoCap in retrospect, there is a varying degree
of utilization of the full body which is a by-product of the very few instructions that were given.
For example, able-bodied individuals would hold the utensils with different hands. As a result,
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there is motion variation that is not inherent to the kinematic strategy of the tasks or the different
anthropometrics but it the result of the participants’ choices.
To make the motions more consistent across subjects, more specific instructions can be
given and new tasks can be introduced that require fundamentally different motions. For example,
the “Brush” and “Drink” task can remain since they capture the vertical motions of the upper
body. A pulling task can be introduced, such as opening a drawer or a cupboard at shoulder
height, to record a different kinematic strategy than the previous tasks. Finally, a horizontal task
can be included, such as box and blocks, to completely record the human motion in all cardinal
axes. Those tasks would rely more on the ROM of each joint rather than the frequency of the
motion allowing for the JLA to be a possible choice, should MoCap data are not available. More
complicated tasks, such as the “Eat” task, need to be incorporated carefully after it has been ensured
that specific instructions were given regarding which hand will be used and which joints will have
to remain stationary.
Recruiting more prosthesis users is also required to allow for the validation of the current
results in different levels of amputation. However, in reality, there will always a scarcity of
available data considering how diverse prosthesis users can be. As a result, a focus on robust
methods is advised. This was part of the reason why other methods proposed by Lura [2] (such as
neural network or probability density gradient) were deemed to require too much MoCap data to
be practically useful.
During the development of this project, a solution of the inverse kinematics using dynamics
was considered. While it is the author’s belief that the human body motions is governed mostly by
the forces on the body, the creation of such a control scheme is beyond the scope of this work due
to the gap of knowledge regarding dissipating null dynamics and instabilities that are inherent to
those schemes.
Beyond the technical refinement, future work should focus on implementing the GUI in
the clinical practice and gathering feedback. The usefulness of the animation can only be assessed
by the users. Whether the stick figure or the more realistic avatar is more helpful is a question for
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both clinicians and prosthesis users to answer. Feedback regarding the design of the GUI can also
be gathered to drive changes for a more user friendly experience.
The error of the predictive algorithms needs also to be assessed in the context of clinical
impact. Indeed, regardless of the average RMS error of the simulation, it is important to understand
how the users perceive it. For example, a simulated task with an evenly distributed RMS error
might be more useful than a task that has one joint with a very high RMS error and the rest of the
joints with very low error. Of course the size of the display needs to taken into account as well. A
clinician that uses a small laptop display will probably show different tolerance to the inaccuracies
of the algorithms than when using a virtual reality environment. How much of a difference will the
size of the display can make will help establish maximum acceptable RMS error and thus allowing
for a baseline to be set.
The last, but not least, aspect is the nature of the tasks. Future tasks were proposed to
enhance the performance of the algorithms, but it should also be considered which tasks are
relevant in the clinical context. In Section 1.1 it was mentioned many times that a prosthesis is
a tool to help perform certain tasks that are desirable by the prosthesis users. Ideally, future tasks
should be established according to the prosthesis users’ expectations.
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